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INTXODLZTION 

The purpose and significance of the following report ar discus ed in 
this introductory chapter. In order to provide a context for such a discus- 
sion, a general description of our study on sacio-behavioral aspects of chemi- 
cal disasters is provided. This chapter concludes with a brief outline of the 
material presented in the succeeding sections of the report. 

Purposes and Significance of the Report 

This report is routed in the real world. The descriptions and implica- 
tions are d r a m  from what actually occurs at times of acute chemical emergen- 
cies. . As such, it is an account of what "is" rather than what ''ought" to be. 

Too often, planning recomendations, and sometimes even accounts of ac- 
tual chemical disasters, stress what ought to be or should have been which is 
in contragt to the realities of the real world. 
ditions can be very nisleading. A fire chief, a civil defense director and 
other local comunity officials are not faced with the ideal in an actual 
emergency but with a situation which will vary considerably from what might be 
desirable. This is also true when preparing for or trying to prevent possible 
disasters. Therefore, it is not surprising to find that representatives from 
both the public and private sectors complain about the safety criteria estab- 
liohed by various federal regulatory agencies. Most of these conplaints stem 
from the belief that many of the criteria are unrealistic and have been es- 
tablished for purposes of protecting the environment and citizens from tech- 
nological threats. 
were established on the basis of what ideally ought to exist as opposed to the 
typical conditions present today. 

This emphasis upon ideal con- 

In other words, it is generally felt that the criteria 

This report focuses ou the actual state of emergency response to acute 
chemical hazards. 
the situations depicted in the follolr.7ing case studies would resemble the ones 
they would face in sbilar circumstances. There is no vision here of an ideal 
situation. Instead, the following chapters describe response-related emer- 
gency events which transpired in three communities upon experiencing an actual 
chemical disaster. The purpose of this publication is to provide a picture 
of the complexities involved in local disaster operations and the means by 
which comunity officials cope with the concomitant uncertainties. This re- 
port is not written in an effort to provide readers a "cookbook" approach to 
hazardous chemical response, That is, it is not a step-by-step algorithm or 
field manual to which responders can refer in the event of a dangeroue chemi- 
cal incident. 
pects of disaster response traditionally ignored in the m r e  technically-ori-. 
ented body of literature. 

As such, planners and operational personnel may find that 

ather, it is a descriptive report aimed at illur.iinating as- 

Specifically, this report delves into the underlying conditions and cir- 
cuustances associated with the more salient social features of acute chemical 
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emergencies. 
=e enphasized in order to dewnotrate the central relevance thef3e social 
characteristics have for camunity rcsponae capability. A11 too often there 
is a tendency for those involved in a chenical incident to engage in a type 
of "scape-goating" behavior in order to explain the difficultieo encountered 
during the event. The increasing number of public inquiries aixed at uncov- 
ering was to blame for faulty decisions associated with the response, a8 
well as the rising number of disaster litigations throughout the country, at- 
test to the general propensity far placing blsme on specific individual8 ot 
particular org-izational entitiea 

For instance, organizational structure and camunity context 

i .t I 

The cant%nts of this report indicate, however, that problem and diffP- 
culties encountered during the courae of diaaster response arc rarely attri- 
butable to activities at the individual level or actions of specific agencrles. 
Our c a m  studies suggest that it is m r c  appropriate to exanine probleu~ltics 
st the macro-level for explanation of such difficulties. For instance, in 
any given chemical disaster response, attempts to neutralize the threat or 
mitigate its inpact on the affected population may be inpeded by sone inherent 
conflicts among responders from different jurisdictional levels of government. 
A-'number of empirical studies suggest t b t  interarganizational conflicts gen- 
erally arise f r m  difficulties involved in the integration of multiple outside 
organizations, particularly higher governmental agencies, into the camunity 
disaster response efforts. (See, for example, Dynes, Quarantelli axd Xreps, 
1982.) The high degree of autonomy typically assumed by organizstiona from 
'higher jurisdictional levels is at variance with the organizational structure 
and pattern of authority within the local cor;irmnity, thereky creating condi- 
tions conducive to.confusfon and controversy. As a result, disaster opera- 
tions may be delayed, rendered ineffective, or otherwise cmplicated. No o m  
official or specific organization is responsible for this type of operational 
inadequacy; rather, .-it i6 a consequence of the m a ~ e r  in which America orga- 
nizations are structured and interrelated. This example is not prese'nted to 
discourage potential responders or suggest that societal or organizational 
structuring precludes effective and efficient responses to cherilical emergen- 
cies. :ather, it is offered in an atteupt to illustrate the importance of 
group factors in any disaster response, 

* 

In addition to discussing the influence which general social features 
have on community responne efforts, this publication attenpts to identify the 
manner in which specific community characteristics may affect the overall re- 
sponse to an acute chemical emergency, To illustrate the ways in which spe- 
cific community characteristics affect response, we look at three rather dis- 
sinihr communities in this report, The wide differences in the :social set- 
tings of the conmnrnities presented in these case studies shduld also'eihance 
the applicability of this report. 

In order to provide variation in tern of relevant community characteris- 
tics, we had to identify those aspects of the social setting't7hich have s i p  
nificant influsnce on response efforts,and outcmeo. 
field studies, it' became apparent that certain situational 'circumstances had 
particular effects on community responses to chemical disasters. 
whether an incident occurs as.a req$lt.of a production or processing problem 
or results from a rransporratioc aocident has definite implications in terns 
of the response which ensues. 

In the course of our 

For -example, 

Furthemore, the size and lacation of the 
. . .  
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community in which the event occurs seem bportant for distinguishing dif- 
ferences in respome types. Finally, the degree of social disruption occa- 
sioned by the event (usually neasured in te-nns or' nwber of people evacuated) 
seem5 to provide a means by which different community responses can be com- 
pared. Be, therecore, selected communities 2or inclusion in this report on 
the basis of these three distinguishing characteristics. 

The first cas2 study involving a transportation-related incident occur- 
ring in the relatively snall and isolated town of 3acr, exemplifies the fact 
that no community, regardless of the absencz or' visible chenical hazards, is 
immune to disasters resulting from dangerous chemicals. Vhile the degree of 
social disruption caused by this incident tias mininal, several interorgaziza- 
tional problems emerging during the course of the event had serious conse- 
quences for the community as a whole. 
of I.linutilli t7hich dealt. with an in-plant chemical incident. 
occasioned a noderate degree of social disruption, prompting the evacuation 
of some 3,000 residents. 
curred as a result of the Iiississauga, Canada train derailment of November 11, 
1979. This chemical disaster, eventuating the sacuation of nearly 240,000 
people, provides an exemplary illustration of intcrorpnizational coordination 
and cooperation in auergency response systems. 

The second case study looks at the city 
Tiis event 

The last case study describes the events vhich oc- 

With one exception, pseudotlyns have replaced the actual names of the cum- 
nunities selected for discussion in this publication. Pseudonym riere assigned 
not only to assure the anonyni2.y of those who cooperated in our research, but 
also to enhance the generalizability or' Che case studies. That io, by remov- 
ing many of the particulars, the general issues which emerged and the lessons 
which can be learned become more apparent. 
disguised siacc all the fdentifiable information we report has already appeared 
in other publications (e. g. IRiyte, 1980). 

The llississauga incident was not 

General Project Description 

Congruent with an increase in general aimrecess of technological hazards 
the Disaster 2esearcli Center (DX) obtained a grant from the National Science 
Foundation to undertake a three year stucly of chemically induced disasters. 
The prinary research objective of this study r7as to deccrmine how communities 
plar, for, rcopon6 to, and recover from relatLvely sudden chemical emergencies. 
As is traditional in DEC research, the study focused on the activities of 
enerzency-relevant organizations in the pre- and post-disaster setting as well 
as their involvemenr during the actual e=ierg-.ncy tine period. 

The study, ir. part, examined sinilazities and differences between the 
human and group aspects of natural disasters aad chose 02 chenical disasters. 
An effort was also madc to identify the disthctivc characteristics of: orga- 
nizational and cornunity preparcdiiecs llicascres Tor and emergency responses to 
the sudden release of hazardous chcr.llcal substaxes. 
looker! at the condii5ons an6 ci-rcuustanccs responsible for the social features 
observed in acute chczical disasters. The Cisidiags of the study are intended 
to help bring about improvements in preparations 4or and responses to an ever- 
increasing threat arrd danger in industrial and technological societies. 

liost importantly, DRC 
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The study pas divided into thrce phases. During the first phase, which 
was initiated in September, 1377 rcscarch efzorts focused on locai prepared- 
ness for chemical incidents. Field studies v7erc conducted in 19 cornunities 
throughout.the U. 6. in'order to collect enpirical data relevant to the stud- 
y's objective. 
ing as much variance in levels .of chemical d,isaster . .  prcparednes.3 .as poosible 
into the base-line sauple. Pbr instance, ai azkerpt ~7as:nad.e. to select corn-. 
uuaities exhibiting varying degrces of vulnerability -to or potential 2or .-Ute 
chemical disasters. IC addiCion, the selecled cornnunities.also diffcred in. 
respect to size and geographical location. 

:?hese cornunities aere selectzd 'with the purp0s.e of introduc- 

. .  

Scopious field work vas conducted in each comunity and infornation was 
obtained through ?air Lg open-ended incervierrinz of key officials in both the 
public and private sectors. 'Informants and respondents were interviewed from 
police anc? fire ,dzpartnents; civil defense of'fices; relief agencies..; hospital 
a,nd ambulance services; mass media ucits; organizations involved. in producing, 
using, an6 storii1G dangerous chenicals; and all other groups li!cely to becone 
involved in plannli>g 5or andor responding to chenical disasters; Supplemen- 
tary infornation r7as Satliered through the colfecmion of pertisect comunity 
'and. organizatiocal docucentary and statistical data such as disaster plans, 
resourcc lists, and historical rzcords of disaster experience. .- 

. . .. 

Vith this information, efforts p r c  rade to ascertain the level of COR- 
nunity awareness of chemical threats and detemine hOY7 the general social cli- 
nate in the connuzity affcctcd the planning procccs. Additionally, an attempt 
was made to identify the typical resources available to connlunitics and the 
manner in t7hikh these t70uld be deploymi in an cnergency situatior. Therefore, 
this phase of the work also ectailed aii examination of community or social 
linkages (or it= other GIOP~S, the nanricr ip a&-d degree to which orgarizations 
cooperate v7ith one another in sharing expeztioc and' physical resources: during 
.Chc planning proccss) . 
phase of the study er?abled DXC persoanel Is0 3ctcmine tha..general-natiure and 
range of comnuniiry and organizational preparedness for disasters in general, 
and acute chemical energencies in particular-. 

.. 

In general, the fiifornation co:llected durThg,.. thin 

The second phase of the work, which t q a n  in January of 197G, focused on 
the crisis period of actual chemical disasters. 
the-scene observations and Zie Id intervices t7ith uenbers of emergency-relevant 
or.2anizatio.m as we11 as representztives fron the group or groups on whose 
property the incidezt occarred. 

- .  ~ponsc to chemical disasters, it t7as irnperattve that DIlC field researchers 
arrive at the disaster site during the actual emergency time period or shprtly 
thereafter. Therecore, t e a s  05 trained field vorkers Were continuously 
star?ding-by, prepared to leave Lror aay comur,i2y within hours of initial noti- 
Zica'sion. 

This research involved on- 

In order to directly observe comunity re- 

._ 

.. .. . 

Through participant observation of .;he event aad intervieas- ~7ith relevant 
actors ir, "Le response; the r'ield team vas c:cpec'sed to gather inr'ormation which 
would enable then Co zetrospectively recoastx-uct ' the- decisions. and activities 
of all groups involve6 in the incident. 
orsanizations dld what at particular tines was subsequently recorded chrono- 
.logically onto a Sesponse matrix which Sraphically profiles the manner in 
which the response developed. Tliis natris: Liot only provided a .Cine sequence 

'%is Inzomation. concerning which 
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of the rcsporse-related cvents 5x2 also a general picture of inter-organiza- 
tional coordinakion. 

Furthemox, white at the erxrgency stte, reszarchers at2emptcd to gath- 
er data relevant to five particularly inportait aspects of dicaster response. 
Y'hece vcrc: (I) identlficateon or' the disaster agent; (2) safety and secu- 
rity of the affected area; (3) overall coorr5iriation of the activities of indi- 
viduals awl groups ixvolvcd in the rec?onse; (4; evacuatior, OE the population 
~i'oup within ,Lhe !lazardous area; and (5) stabilization and neutralization of 
the chedcal thmat. Pinally, efforts verc nade to gather info-mai;ion concern- 
ing the comuzity's statc or' preparedncss :a order to detercine thc effect 
that any prim placning acttvities had cr, the response in terns of organiza- 
tional azd ozflcial rcactions. 

A total of twenty mcnts vas stuclicc':, ranzirg from vcry na2or chenical 
incidents to relatively localized and Less serious chemical accicknts. In 
selecting the acLual crnerzeccies co 3e studied, a deliberate efzort was made 
to seek variety in the sariFle iiI ternis of 'ihc type of chemical agent involved, 
thc mag:nitu& anJ Scogxaphisal location 02 tlie event and the degree of social 
disrupzion occasioned by the incider:t. 

IC general, the infomation obtainec! 2:uric~ chis second phase or' the 
study enabled 3 X  rcsearchcrs to detemi;lc if and how prcparcdneos planning 
efzorts affec'; cnerzcncy responses exaiine the extea: t:, ahich responses in 
c1ier;lical incidents differ :-;om those ir! ot5er types of disastcrs, and idectlfy 
the distinctivc social features 02 the rcspoxe. 

'&%e tkird phase 02 the wor!: involved a longifxdinal study which focused 
on the longcr-ru:& cmsaquenccs 02 acutc chcnical disasters. Early in the 
study, extensive -2icl.d vork cias conr'.uctcc! in a70 communities ~7hich had ex- 
perienced vcry najor chmical disasters. Periodically, these localtties were 
revisited by field workers in order to gathe: acldit.jorin1 comuriity and orga- 
nizational data. The purpose 0: this ?h..asc os' the research vias to trace thc 
cfcects, if any, recovcry frorr: checical disasters has 02 local prcparcdness 
planning for chexically-induce< cciergencies in thc r'uturc. 

The info-mation gathered ishroughour the duration of the study vas sys- 
tematically analyzcd Zhrough Che application of both qualitative an6 quantita- 
tive data techniques. 
lished elsewhere. (See, :or example, fuarmtelli et al. 197?; quarantclli 
and Tierney, 197C; Gabor and GriTfith, 1.J'CO; Gray and Quararkelli, l?"u.) 
ThLs particular publication is the producc of a casc study analysis comparing 
responses to chemical iucidents which occurre6 in three widely different set- 
Zinzs. 

Son-. of th2 natcrial analyzed has already been pub- 

The r'Oll017ing three chapters p-ovX2 deocziptivc accounts of organized 
responses to acutc clieiiical sricrccncies occurr:'.~~ in three diC'r'crcnt communi- 
ties. These three chapters cmiprise rhc actual casc studies contained within 
this publication. To CacLlitate com?aricon among the studies, each or' the 
threc chapters is organized i:: a s L ~ ~ i l a *  nai:r;er. First, a narretive 
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description of t5e c v m t  is presented to. irdlcate the scope 2nd duration of 
disaster impact a:id the clezrce of social disruption incurred by the incident. 
Secorrd, specific couxdty characteyistics are identified, follcaed by a dis- 
cussion of the CoLmucitly's disaster vulccrability and resource availability. 
?bird, the extcet to which the corrmuzity has engaged In disaster przparedness 
efforts especially those specific to chenical azezts is described, 
a detailed description of the interorzanizatiozal rzsponse to Lhe chemical 
emergency is presented. 
saster task allocation and tine sequencing, as vel', as a description of the 
prcvalerrt patterns of authorfty arid coordination. Finally, each case study 
concludes with a brie: evaluation of the i'esponse. 

Fourth, 

Irtclrrdcd t7ithin Chis section is a discussion of di- 

Tho- final chapter in this report discusscs the overall izppressions de- 
rived fron, and the inplications of the case studies. 
tion of organized responses to acute cheriical cnergencies is provided else- 
rrhcre. (See, 4rr examplz, Gray, 19Cl.),' 

A more general'exauina- 

. 



CHAPTER I1 

THE EXF'LOSION IN BAE3 

Nature of the Event 

Shortly after 2:OO a.m., one spring night, an Interstate Line tractor- 
trailer burst into flames at an intersection aest of the downtown area of Baer, 
which, is located in a northeastern state. 
of yellow and red mixed phosphorous which were contained within eighty-nine 
thirty-gallon drums, 
fire in the tandem wheels of the carrier's truck, presumably caused by a leak- 
ing mixture of the phosphorous substance and water. Intense heat from the 
fire caused one of the water-sealed phosphorous drums to explode, sparking 
subsequent explosions of remaining drums. 
launched many of the drums into the air, sone soaring as high as fifteen hun- 
dred feet. 
prompted the evacuation of all residents within a one-block radius of the ac- 
cident site. The evacuation message, advising residents to simply leave the 
area until the situation was under control. was informally communicated on a 
door-to-door basis. 

l%e truck carried twenty-one tons 

The explosion appeared to have been an aftereffect of a 

This volatile chain reaction 

The numerous explosions accompanied by the presence of toxic fumes, 

Initial fires sere extinguished within one hour of the explosion, yet, 
due to the unstable nature of the phosphorous mixture, explosions continued 
throughout the following day. 
operations necessitated declaring the site a county disaster area. 

Serious complications arising from recovery 

Although there were no deaths resulting from the inciderit, a number of 
citizens and emergency-relevant personnel were treated at a county hospital 
for burns and chemical fume inhalation. 
at the site; 163 were treated at the hospital; ninety were re-examined at the 
hospital; seventeen victims were then hospitalized; and two people were de- 
tained for three-hour observation periods. Certain victims reported residual 
effects, primarily respiratory disorders for three to four days following the 
incident. 
$150,000, a figure including property damage, medical fees, and services re- 
lated to clean-up operations. 
tuating fron the incident. - Specific businesses located adjacent to the disas- 
ter site were forced to close for one or two days. These proprietors hoped 
to recover their losses. 
area thus resulting in the evacuation of 100 residents, it did affect a par- 
tially commercial sector. Although no officiai recall was issued, most of the 
residents were able to return to their homes within twenty-four hours after 
the explosion. 

Specifically, 293 persons were treated 

Initial estimates of damages were reported to be approximately 

However, this did not include other losses even- 

Even though this incident occurred in a residential 

At the time of the initial explosion and fire, a potential threat was 
circumvented when a truck driver. transporting dynamite along the same route 
as the phosphorous truck noticed the fire two blocks ahead. He stopped, backed 
up, and pursued an alternate route through the area. 
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The first assessment of environnental damage was restricted to the site's 
road surface area, tc the topsoll or' an adjzcect schoolyard, and to a small 
run- of€ strean. At the time or' the incldcilt,..environmcntal experts expressed 
an expectation that thzsc problems would be alleviated in the following weeks. 
T7ithin one wee!: state Department of Transportation personnel resurfaced the 
contaminated :--oaclaray; within two weeks fo1hr$ng the incident, local workers 
had completed decontaminating and resurfacing the nearby schoolyard and creek- 
bed. 

.. .'. I. - ,.I.: , *...: 
. !.? 

. .  

... 

, : :.. . . . .  . .  .. . 
:I 1' ' 

. . .  
' Community Characteristics .. :' . 

-.. ... :. 
Rolling hills of green farmland surrocncl this community, vhich is located 

in the south-central sectior, of the statc, ?oble$ county in which 3aer is 
located, covers 1,700'square miles and is 600 feet'asove sea levd. 
are no major bodies of water in the area, transportation of.comod'ities is' 
limited to rail a d  highway. 

As there 

. ?.. 

The major existing highway transportation routes aie. the State Turnpike , 
situated about taerity miles to the north, aid two U.S. ' hikhw'gys. . Thirteen 
large motor freight conpanies opeFate from . .  this area. The comuility is also 
served by two major rail systems. 

Zoblee County has approximately 65,000 inhabitants, almost all of whom '. 

are white since minority group membzrs consist of less than three percent of 
the total population. Around 15 percent of the population is over.65.years 
of age. Yhe.%nhabii 
tants live in about 17,000 housing units, about a fifth of which lie within 
Zaer : 

Less than 10 percent have had some, college education. 

. ._. 
. . .  

Traditionally, the dominate voting pattern .is Xepublican as reflected. 
In 1376, three fifths of: the by the 1972 aiid 1976 presidential elections. 

poplace voted Zepublicen; two fifths voted Denocrat. Locally, the government 
consists of three county commissioners tho are:. elected for three-year terms. 
The nearby three dozen communities within 2obl'ee: County elect their o m  coun- 
cil meubers who serve as supervisors. The corimunities, thenselves, charac- 

' teristically exercise an independent form. of government, with the usual mayor 
or city nanager kinds of arrangements. 

The area is predominantly agricultural. Principal industries include 
furniture and appliance manufacturing and food processing. 
industrial payroll totaled 
The total civilian L J O P ~  force in the area numbers approximately 22,000. Their 
median cash incom tras approximately $?,500 per household. 
averaged 4 percent of the total vor!: Zorcc. 

In 1972 Saer 
about $6 million, earned by sone 1,500 employees. 

Those unenployed 

In 1972, Roblee County had more than 100 business establishments; most of 
which employed twenty OT nore workers. :he ,county's payroll totaled $45 mil- 
lion, earned by sone 7,000. 
In relation to occupational types, the coucty labor Eorce is dvenly distribu- 
ted between blue collar and white collar workers. There was no chemical in- 
dustry to speak of anywhere in the county. 

Their nediar. per capita income'neared $10,000. 
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D is as t cr Pr e paredne s s 

Such disaster preparedness vhich has Seen undertaken in the county con- 
This reflects 

Three major floods alone have impacted the area since 

sists primarily of vrittcn plans oriented to natural hazards. 
recent experience in the asea. Just in the last decade there have been floods 
and severe blizzards. 
1972. Yhe flood in 1975 resulted in several dcaths and tnjuries as vel1 as 
extensive property losses. 

These occurrences did heightzn the level or' preparedness. 'IhE aforemen- 
tioned flood led to a reorganization of coruunity planning efforts. In coop- 
eration with the health department and other agencies, the cou~ty civil de- 
fense office dev2loped a master plan delineating responsibilities and activi- 
ties pursuant to disaster events. Prior to the 1975 flood, these Operations 
were uncoordinated across organizational lines. Agency responses r7ere char- 
acteristically haphazard. After 1975, ;loblee, at least on paper,   as better 
prepared to deal aith natural disaster ager-ts. 
comurrity level, such as in Baer. 

Little existec? at the local 

Some thoughh, had been given to the issue of hazardous material training 
prior to the incident discussed in this chapter. Specifically, one training 
session had bees conducted in the arca a :et7 uonths before the event. Also, 
local officials had hoped to schedule regulai seminars on the topic in the 
future. 
place three weeks after the event occurred. 
merely been introduced to the topic, no specialized expertise for responding 
to chemical accidents existed in the area at the time of the disaster event. 

Ironically, a second training session had been scheduled to take 
inasmuch as local responders had 

It e s our c e s 

The county has a number of traditlonal local emergency-relevant agencies 
which are available in the event of a dtsaster. The county disaster plan de- 
scribes the re1evar.t tasks for most of these agencies. 

Communicative resources such as the Emergency Broadcast System (EBS) out- 
let at a local ra6io station assume pzirnary responsibility for broackasting 
warnings and public information. The radio station employs a Public Inforna- 
tion Officer for on-the-scene coverage of a disaster. The station is author- 
ized to operate only in the capacity of EBS in the event a county commissioner 
declares a disastcz. Even though the E% system receives initial eaergency 
information frou any number of sources, the primary source originates from 
I=oblee County's encrgency operations center (EOC). 

The county civil defense agency operates a notably effective EOC cornu- 
nicationl system. Its center contains a variety of communications hardware 
(i.e., ham, CC phones, etc.) available for use in notification and comunica- 
tion maintenance during a disaster. In acidS.tion, the ECC functions as an 
emergency dispatch center for the county's volunteer fire departments and com- 
munity police departnents. Under specified circumstances, the ZCC is respon- 
sible for transmitting a rmtual aid fire call in accordance with the county's 
mutual aid agreement. 
nent emergency iafornation. 

The centes's resources include phone numbers and perti- 
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The Zoblee County's civil defense office is mandated to prepare and coor- 
dinate disaster planning activities and response within the courky. Too, the 
civil defense azcncy is responsible for operating the county ZCC and the dis- 
patch center. 
unteers coordinate these activities. 
pertise and experience vas limited to natural disasters. 

Twenty full and part-time employees as we11 as a number of vol- 
Prior to the chenical disaster, CD's ex- 

2oblee Courzty supports twenty-seven voluiteer fire departGents. All com- 
ponents participate in a county-aide mutual ai: system which originates from 
the county ECC. During the phosphorous incident, seventeen 02 the volunteer 
fire departments contributed their services. 
manpower is attainable. Uevertheless, a crude estimate of manpower capabili- 
ties can be made by counting the number of firefighters at the scene of this 
phosphorous incident. Around one thousand firefighters from twenty-eight dif- 
ferent fire departments within and outside the county responded to the chemi- 
cal disaster. Conceivably, the number of firefighters in Roblee County approx- 
imates one thousad. 

No total caunt of county fire 

In Baer itself, the fire department owns two ambulances, four engines, 
one squad, one aerial ladder, and one five-inch hose wagon. This volunteer 

. .. organization has a total of approirimatcly 190 nenbers. .. . 

E'olice resources in Roblee County include a state police barracks manned 
by a total of thirty officers. 
iff and four deputies. There are various municipal police departments all of 
very small size. 
dozen members. The municipality provides two vehicles for enforcement acti- 
vities. The county dispatching center disseriinates information for the Baer 
de p ar trite ct . 

A sherir"2's department is staffed by one sher- 

The Saer Tolice Department is composed of approximately a 

There arc get7 other disaster relevant groups in the area. The one hos- 
pital in the area is very snall and vas in the process of revising its disas- 
ter plan at the tine of the chemical incident. 
partment depends heavily upon volunteers. The ?.ed Cross chapter does have a 
skeletal paid adnbistrative staff but is an almost totally volunteer staffed 
organization. 

The local public health de- 

There does not appear to be any formal ties between 2oblee County disas- 
ter relevant organizations and those in nearby counties. State government 
authority delezates local coordination for disasters to the local civil de- 
fense office, in this case, the o m  in lloblee County. In addition, the state 
plan indicates r7hat state resourc2s could be used and.,how the state aodd be- 
come involved in a local disaster situagion. 

There is specific rer'erence to hazardous gaterial incidents in the state 
plan. 
resources in the hstance of a chenical disaster. Among the groups listed are 
the state civil defense azetxy, the state department of transportation as well 
as the state environnental agcncy, the state public utilities commission (PUC), 
etc.; also federal agencies such as the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), 
the IIazardous Uaterials Transportation Board, etc. ; and a chenical -industry 
group , CEIHiTTJC (the Chemical Transportation Znergency Center):. 

Among other things, the plar, lists organizations which could provide 
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The plan indicates the scope of the response should be depeadent upon the 
type and magnitude or' the chemical disastcz. According to the plan, CRSNIEEC 
and the state civil defense agency should be contacted in all hazardous chem- 
ical incidents. In the lnstance of a highway incident, the federal Hazardous 
Iiaterials Transportation Coard is to be contacted. In the case of a rail in- 
cident, the PUC is to be notified; whereas, Lhe FAA is to be inZorrned in an 
air incident. 

Organized gesponse to the Disaster 

Approxinately 2:17 a.n. private citizens telephoned the control center 
notifying personnel or' the chemical explosion. 
"vehicle fire" but provided no additional infomation. 
transmitted over the county emergency airwaves. Within fifteen minutes of the 
onset of the fire, the local fire department, police, and state police arrived 
on thc? scene. 
as far away as tu0 niles on land. Several airlines reported having observed 
tlie flancs fron the air. One firefighter depicted the gravity of the event, 
"Xt looked like soneone had opened the gates of hell". 

The callers reported it as a 
This message was 

Flanes reported to be as expansive as seventy feet could be seen 

Sirse emergency personnel could not imcdiately iocate the truck driver, 

The manifest 
a state police officer and the fire chief exanined thc: truck's manifest, vhich 
identified the flaning materials as red an? yellow phosphorous. 
erroneously indicatzc! that in case of a phospharous fire, water should not 
be use6 to extinzuish it. 
Utes. ':he fire c5LzE contacted CIE:fLCXX, which advised that thc use of water 
was indeed appro2riate Cor extinguishing phosphorous fires. 

Ensuing operatioas sere delayed about thirty nin- 

During the thirty-minute Interval, the phosphorous r-arzo simultaneously 
exploded causing barzels of the substance to fly in all directions. Chemical 
foan could have beer used to combat the explosive fires but was inaccessible 
to fire fighters. 
cient firefighting equipment such as ai2 packs, boots, gloves and masks. The 
magnitude of the incident found ecerzmcy persome1 contending with signif i- 
cant conplications. 

Initial problem were conpour.ded by the absence of suff i- 

At 2:50 a.m. the firezightcrs applied a fog of water over the truck and 
its cargo, hoping to stabilize the fire. Iieanwhile, a local fire department 
arrived on-scece to assist, thus expressing the reidization that this incident 
vas nonroutine. Coaversely, the Xoblee civil defense deputy director t7as no- 
tified of the incident by an energency monitor, but he did not responc! to the 
site, believing the call vas routine, (PJotl uctil five hours later did he real- 
ize the seriousness 02 the i-ncident.) 

Before fircf ightars began stabiliza2i.m attempts, state and local police 
initiated a door-to-door inr'ornal evacuation or' the -immediate area ahile si- 
multaneously establishing roadbloc!:s. Through :he county dispatcher, they re- 
quested additional help from the state police for setting up additional road- 
blocks. 

InterorZanFzational ccnflicts aiose wtthin the first hour of the fire. 
Observers The Zire chief vas on the scene. and tool; charge of the response. 
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reported that an "excited" state trooper ordered the chief to move the flame- 
engulfed truck. The fire chier" the3 told the trooper either to asswe respon- 
sibility iror the entire incident or LO stop creating problems and to continue 
his duties as a polico oi'ficer. Consequently, the trooper offered no further 
objections. 

In addition to the inadequacies previouc ly mentioned, problems emerged 
as a result of unsatFsfactorg utilization of comuunications hardware. For 
axample, radio comrnucication was ~f co use due to frequency overloads which 
resulted in garbled messages. As is usual in such situations, the problem 
vas not a lac!: of comunication hardriare and technology, but rai3er a lack 
of organization in resard to who should zomunicate what to s7hon. 

By 3:OO a.n. the state police ha< called their headquarters requesting it 
to notify the enviromental agency and the Departnent of Transportation's Ha- 
zardous Substance Transportation Board. 2oadblocks were 'being Iilanned by fire 
an6 police, and a county-tr5de mutual aid call v7as effected. Havicg heard the 
initial explosions k-on his home a fert blocks ;n7ay, oae fire chief from ano- 
rher department rush& to the scene. 

At 3:15 a.m. the local police chief ar-;i,vcd at the scene and assumed corn- 
The civil defense director vas already at the site nard of police activities. 

ir, the capacity 0: volunteer Cirefightcr. The cLvil defense director con- 
2erred with a county comissioncr and the fire chief concerning his assumed 
posLtion or' comanCer over coordination of activities. Once the county com- 
missioner declared the site a disaster area and more and more emergency units 
b q a n  to arrive, the civil dcfcnsc director assumd official connand. Since 
it vas agree2 that %e ftre chie2 tioulci assist the CD director in coordinating 
response efforts, all emergency responders arriving at the site bere instructed 
to report: to thcse 3 7 0  individuals. 

5y the tine the CD director assumed comand, power in the vicinity of the 
site had been disconcected. The power coupany discontinued service because 
flames from the truck had burned cables along the street. '1'00, a car knocked 
out a major pov7er line, vhich caused a fifteen-hour emergency power period. 
??hen the lines tiere repaired, crierZ,c-;:cy power vas instituted. 

3y 3:30 a.c. the Eire began to stabilize and firezighters had gained com- 
plete control 04 the blaze. 
further phosphorous ignitions. 
caused a serious threat to cornunity water pressure an2 supply. 
water department aas later required to broa2cast a conservation plea. Cornmu- 
riity nenbers :?ere asked to limit their water use mtil the emergency subsided 
and demand. diminished. 

Fog&ng eFforts continued in order to prevent 
The extensive use of water during the event 

The municipal 

Upon receiving word 02 the dhsaste?, the public information officer from 
the local ZGS radio stat-ion, appeared 0i-1 the scem shortly after 3:30 a.m. 
IIe first learned of rhe chculcal naturc 02 the cargo upon arrival at the site. 

The ni&t ener=;ancy room supervisor vas notified of the incoming injured, 
and at approximately 3:30 a.a. the hospital emarzency room personnel began to 
receive response victfns who had received burns and/or inhaled toxic fumes at 
the site. Zy 4:OO a.n. a physician came to the disaster site in order to 
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evaluate .the sitcation. 
the hospital, .&ich tias Located three izinutes atlay, in order to care for emer- 
'gency,-patierits av7aitin~ her.'. Trre~ty of the patients. awaiting the physician 
had already been' exaiiced:, At this time .hocpigal personnel dezided that full 
implementation or" the hospital disaster plan 1ras ..unnecessary. Oaly a portion 

Having stirveyzd the situation, she drove directly to 

.. . of the plan vas iraplcmcntcc!. . .. 

. . -, 

At 5:OO a.m. the head emergency roon physician directed a call to.CHEPITP\EC 
and another to a rearby Zoison Control Center. Uncertain of the -long- and 
short-term physical. effec.ts of the phosphorous, she asked for advice for treat- 
ment of patients c:rpcscdl to ,the chemical and ihLs fumes. 
turn call from the Poison Center, she examined the hospital's: TQXIY,lL%. :,' The 
TOXIPILE is a collection of inZormation regarding toxic substances whicl: al- 
.. ludes . to their symptoms and treatment. 
about the effects of phosphorous poisoning. At 5:30 a.m. the Poison Control 
Center returned the call. Their recormendatgono were similar to those of the 
TOZIBILE. Wvertheless, the long-term effects of phosphorous fume inhalation 
were not completely :;noart. by any agcilcy or person contacted. The physician, 
thcrar'ore ,.. requested that all emergency responders be reexamined every three 

While auaiting .a re- 

The phy'sician vas especially.!concerned 

to four hours fiiz syxiptoas of tmic poisonkag. .. . 

._ . . I  

3y the early morning hours the connucity tecae incrcasingfy aware of the 
imident as they awoke to ?repare for thei-; daily activities;. 
broadcast station decided to b e g k  broadcasting infomation about the incident 
'in response to thc public's inquir:.es about the nature of the disaster. Thus, 
at 5:45 a.n. the Sirst cncrgnncy broadcast bras issued. Initially, there sas 
a problem contactiiig the station's morning disc-joceey, which delayed the first 
broadcast for almost tmo hours, 
disaster consisted of an updated:. rzport every .tmnty minutes. 
the broadcaster attenpted to dotinplay the expocure. syrr?ptonology of the phos- 
phorous. 
becming j m e d .  
tion for broadcasting infornatfoc. 
minimize citizenry use of ioportaat 2hcn.e lines: 

The eaergency 

.The broadcast pattern for the duration of the 
I--, his reports 

He hoped this ~iould relieve hospital phone lines r~hich were already 
Another iriplcrxr&ed plan routed all media calls to the sta- 

Zooth inplemntation policies served to 

2y 6:OO a.r. attenpts tiere being made to convirice the chemical company 

A phosphorous company, the shipping source far the chemical, was 

Assuming that expertise vas forthcoming, state regu- 

to send representatives to the si:c for aid in stabilization a& cleanup ac- 
tivities. 
contacted. 
to :he disaster site. 
latory agencies advised the county civil defense personnel to cooperate with 

.. and to work in conjunction :tith representatives from the. truck lines and the 
chemical corporation. At this tine, however, such representatives had not yet 
arrivcci. Uatil their arrival:;., at approximately 11:OO a.m. , firefizhting ac- 
tivities were restricted to':applyinS a cortiiiual fog of water to the virectcage. 

Immediately the conpar,y organized a team of experts to be deployed 

., . . .  .- . 

Authorities in:!charGe'. fe.1.e: that a safcr .xlctliod ,of dealing vrith the po- 
tentially dangerous ...Fa crA.stezs of phosphorous vas in order. 
they felt that cov&ng the-cann%2t@rs with sand t7ould prevent major dmage 
in the event 05, ano$ier''expIosfga. -After uiisuccessful attempts to obtain sand 
from the state department of.~Erhnsportation and. f r w  the depz-tment of public 
works, the fire chief contacted a friead who owned a cement conpaay. The ce- 

Specifically, 

. m n t  compariy"supp1icd hi= t7ith three hundred tons of sand and a backhoe for 

. .  applyink tt.. . . 13: 

. .  . .  



As workers applied the sand, the phosphorous began to erupt into flames. 
A constant spray of water was then applied to the sand and wreckage. 
phase of the civil defense director's organizational coordination efforts was 
directed towards contacting the public health department. In response to the 
most recent eruption, he requested an on-site first-aid and medical station 
for the care of emergeacy response personnel. 
minutes the public health volunteer staff vas mobilized. They, in turn, con- 
tacted the state environmental agency for regulatory advice and the Red Cross 
for aid in establishing an on-site medical monitoring center. 
was then established. A public health nurse suggested to fire officials that 
personnel be rotated in the event of an extended recovery operation. 

One 

Accordingly, within thirty 

A triage area 

Shortly before 7:OO a.m. emergency personnel decided it was necessary to 
contact the telephone company. 
pany examine the phone lines for damage from the fire and explosions. 
mum communications capability was vital to emergency response efforts. 
any damage to the cables would have hindered communications. 

The caller suggested that the telephone com- 
Haxi- 
Thus, 

Also at 7:OO a.m. the emergency room physician contacted the public health 
nurse stationed at the site. In that message, the physician requested that 
all seriously injured personnel be sent to the emergency room. 

At 7:30 a.m. the civil defensedeputydirector arrived at his office; at 
that time personnel apprised him of the gravity of the incident. 
ceiving notification of the event at his office, the deputy director drove to 
the site, where he and the civil defense director discussed further response 
procedures. 
civil defense director, his subordinates should have been notified of the 
emergency before the area had been declared a disaster site. 
however, the deputy director was not notified of the. severity of the incident. 
The deputy remained virtually unaware of the extent- of the disaster until he 
reached his office approximately five hours after the disaster declaration was 
affirmed. 

Upon re- 

According to prescribed procedures previously outlined by the 

In this case, 

By 8:OO a.m. the civil defense staff's coordination efforts were concen- 
trated on acquiring needed equipment. 
secured for us? in fogging the debris. 
tegration and communication werewellestablished, coordination endeavors con- 
tinued relatively smoothly. An organizational meeting for emergency personnel 
was scheduled for 11:OO a.m. 

For instance, a "cherry picker" was 
3y this hour interorganizational in- 

. 
3y 3:30 a.m. the chemical company had organized a response team consist- 

ing of two chemical engineers, a foreman, and two laborers, who  ere selected 
from their phosphorous plant location. Such response teams ordinarily are 
selected on the basis of their Lcnoc~ledge of the nature of chemicals involved. 
In addition, other corporate representatives from another state joined the 
team on a company jet at the phosphorous plant location prior to coming to 
the disaster site. 
company's environmental control manager of his rights. 
were subsequently summoned to the site. 

Upon the group's arrival, a state official apprised the 
Corporate attorneys 

Also by 5:30 a.m. a Tactical Command Post (TCP) was created. However, 
this comnand post did not include a viable communications system. All on-site 
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cumunications were transmitted via radio hardvare. Messages were routed to 
the county dispatcher, who then forwarded messages to their respective parties. 

The on-site nodical component was completed when Red Cross volunteers ar- 
rived at 9:OO a.m. 
ment to emergency personnel. 
themselves. 
nesses. 

Volunteers soon provided refreshmnts and medical treat- 
Medical supplies were furnished by agencies 

Food and refreshments were donated by local restaurants and busi- 

Concerned for the effect the incident could have on student affairs at 
the local college, the Dean contacted the civil defense director requesting 
advice as to whether or not classes should be cancelled for the day. The CD 
director decided the' college could remain open for classes. 
the site reported the presence of effusive fumes. 
required to close for the day. 

Water runniiig off the truck and debris for the past eight hours caused a 
specialist from the environmental agency to become concerned about water run- 
off into a nearby creek. 
stream. At no tine during the event did evidences of contamination appear. 

Businesses nearer 
Those proprietors were thus 

Therefore, agency workers constantly monitored the 

At 11:15 a.m. a Zoblee County comissdoner arrived at the site. Hestayed 
for five hours to assist in administration of response efforts. 

At noon TCP personnel decided to Pe;?osition the comand post 'Lo a better 
location". 
proximity to the original.TCP. At the nev7 post, communications procedures 
continued essentially as before. 

A net7 post t.3as then established in the same parking lot, in close 

Changes in the nature of activities were negligible until representatives 
from the chemical company and the truck lines arrived. The emergency room 
physician went off duty, but she telephoned every two hours r'or updates and to 
see if she was needed. She did not return to the site until 7:OO a.m. the 
following day. 

At 2:30 p.n. a major strategy planning meetingwas held between corporate 
representatives and local authorities. forty people attended the meeting, six- 
teen of r~hom were representative of the chemical company. 
such a high nm-ber of company officials prompted suspicion by community members 
and the news media regarding corporate aotivatrion and interest in the response. 
Liedical personnel were excluded altogether from the meeting, placing a strain 
upon relations between medical and emergency administrative personnel. 

The attendance by 

The expressed purpose of the mecttng was to d.evise a plan to dispose of 
the contaminated debris. During the neeting, company officials dominated pro- 
ceedings. Officials devoted most of their t"me to downplaying the severity of 
the existing hazard. Despite the irrefutable i-ndications that the fumes were 
adversely affecting numerous individuals in the area, chemical representatives 
commented, ''Fhosphorous is contained in much of our daily diet". Officials 
further contended that no enviromental damage t.rOuld result from the spill-- 
a statement later proved to be false. A strategy was developed to place all 
ruptured drums in largert water-sealed drums and then move them to a land-fill 
area. Upon insistence from a local chemistry professor, the company agreed to 
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assume the responsibility for disposing of the contaminated sand. 
the professor's protestations, local officials and citizenry had no conception . _  

of the potential dangers the contaninated sand posed. Their primary concern 
had focused on cannister recovery operations. iiost comunity officials at the 
meeting assmed an extremely-passive posture regarding the tenor .of the pro- 
ceedings. 
ficials deemed tt appropriate for corporate officials to take charge of ensuing 
operations. 
cal people, comaunity officials trusted the "exprts". 
this incident rras the first of its type sixe the chemical company's establish- 
ment, 

Prior to 

DP.C field study observers gained the impression that community of- 

Assuming that an incident of this kind was routine for the chemi- 
They were unaware that 

At 5:OO p.ur the local fire chief arid all responding fire departments held 
a meeting. 
from the 2:30 nce-iing. 
scribed. 

The purpose of the meeting vas to explain and discuss the agenda 
Too, the planned cleanup procedures were to be de- 

3y 6:45 p.n. cleanup operations had begun. Two chemical canpany workers 

&e worlmen appeared to be unaware of the po- 
assisted local firefighters in the tas!~. They shoveled sand, uncovering the 
phosphorous drums for removal. 
tential 2anger involved in handling the druns. They did not wear the proper 
protective clothing. 
C:OO p.n. one of the cannisters explodad. 
four firefighters suffered minor eye damage fron the contaninated sand. 
victims were transported to the hospital Zor treatment but returned to the 
site vithin the hour to begin redigging. This tine, the workers wore flame 
retardant suits and nasls. 

Lack of precaution proved to be a serious error. At 
3 7 0  chemical company ~rorlcers and 

The 

The onset of the explosion cauccd the fire chief to become skeptical of 
the technique used to remove the barrels. 
chanzec! to includiag repackaging all cannisters into larger, watertight drums 
and using a crane to lift the barrels out of the sand;. Nonetheless, the bar- 
rels still had to be handled manually when attaching and mattaching them to 
and fron the crane. 
next day. 
caln. 
and a half hours duriag this interval. 

The stratezy was subsequently 

This procedure began in the early morning hours of the 
Shcveling contiriued and the state of events remained relatively 

The public infomation officer was allowed to leave the site for four 

At 7:OO a.m., the day after the incident, the euergency room physician 
returned to the site for an update and then drove to the hospital. At 8:OO 
the Emergency Broadcasting System resumed reporting. 
emergency personnel was held at 9:OO to discuss problems vhich nay have arisen 
betmen meetings. 

A routine neeting of 

Both chemical coupany 17orl:ers and local volunteer f ireruzn performed the 
operations which bezan in the early noxing. tlone of the vcrkers wore pro- 
tective head gear, boots, or ~L O V C S ,  as rras previously required. This lack 
of regard for sazety aas consistect v7ith die general atmosphere prevailing in 
the vicinity of the accident site. Apparently, corporate representatives had 
succeeded in comincing everyone ccccerned that they had the situation in com- 
mand, that the danger had passed, an2 that remaining operations were routine 
in nature. TTorkers involved G E ~ C  lighthearted, even Soking about: the task. 
One of thc members of the chenical company's delegation indicated that he ex- 
pected operations to be completed by G:OO that same morning. 
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In the beginring, cleanup operations progressed smoothly, interrupted 

As a result of 
only by minor 2lar~!-ups of the ruptured containers. 
(while digging 17as in progress) a major r?xplosion occurred. 
this explosion, fouzccen persons ~7ere injured; Sour of whom were hospitalized 
mith one suSEerinS serious facial burns. I?ith this explosion, further pecov- 
ery attempts r7ere halted for about six and a half hours. 

At 11:OO a.m., however, 

At this. poict the nood of the cocmu:iity and emergency personnel changed 
abruptly. 
in the chemical "experts" to suspicion 02 their motives and obviow lack or' 
expertise. Corpora& representatives responded rrith hostility, stating that 
they "didn't have to be here" and that the cormunity should be grateful for 
their presence. The Dice's periphery ~7as imediately roped-off from all non- 
responding persons. Inasmuch as raclio frequencies were once again becoming 
overloaded, a ~ C F J  TCF e7as established , possessing more sophisticated comuni- 
cations hardtram than the original post. An emergency pass system was ini- 
tiated whereby all eligible personnel were issued X.D. passes. One coull not 
pass thzough the roadblocks ~il~hout the T.D. 
new procedure. 
Eo the site ancl the local station assuned total cowrage or' the incidert. 

The uzlexpected turn of events comerted the comunity'o confidence 

The hospital v7as notified OS the 
Aubulances and addittonal mcdical personnel were dispatched 

The erwrgcncy pass system ~7as established for nany reasons. One signifi- 
cant ain va5 to exclude the ''media". Prior to the establishect of the pass 
system, a nuuber 05 incorrect n c m  releases created problems Dor respondents. 
Emergency-relevant personnel felt that the pass system v7as a welcome addition. 
On the other hand, the nedta felt that it rras unfair. Consequently.grob1ems 
arose for the pblic information (PI) officer, due to his advantage over other 
news personnel. 
officer at the site ~7as perceived as givinc; hira an "unfair" advantage. 
order to clarify his cnergency-reLevant position, he called his radio manager, 
requesting him to assume a priua-ry role as aevn director, so as to nikirnize 
the ccnflict .with other media representatLvcs. 

13s dual rol? as news ciirector at his radio station and PI 
In 

At 1:20 p.n. the state po:icc annouxzd that there would be a reorganiza- 
tional meeting for all energcncy administxrative personnel at 2:OO p.m. 
tine, although hospital administrators [rere again uninvited, they attended the 
neet ing . 

This 

At the 2:OO p.m. meettnz, it v7as decided that a crane with a longer arm 
would be employed, thereby avoiding manual handling of the cannisters until 
they could be safely placed in the water-Eilled drums. Henceforth, front-line 
operations would be perfomed solely by checical personnel. They would be . 

wearing flme-retardant suits, hand, facial, head and foot gear. At this point 
the civil defezne director and the Eire chief resumed the authoritative roles 
in the response rather than allorring the chemical colApany to continue as the 
directing entity. Energcncy officials elected to exercise greater caution 
throughout the xnaining cleanup and rccovc-ry operations. Specifically, they 
added four bac!:q hoses to existj-ag l h c s  an6 oydernd pzrconnel to move emer- 
gency apparatus back another thli-ty &et fron the debris. Ey this tine, the 
clearrup cra7 had cleared away all but fifteen .drums of the phosphorous. 

That evening, ~71inn the crane arrived, riorkcn performed several rehearsals 
so as to ensure their procedures were adequate. The remaining barrels and 
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debris were removed by 9:OO the following rsorning, without incident. 

By then emergency procedures were generally terninated. Except for a 
one-block area; all roadblocks m r e  removed. 
removal of the sand and several inches of roadbed-affected by contamination 
from several ignitions of the roadbed. 
loving the onset of the last explosion. 
days afiter the apparent termination of the emergency. 

The only task remaining was the 

Flash fires continued a full week fol- 
One further injury vas sustained four 

Evaluation of Sesponsc 

Technological aad interpersonal problems prevailed throughout the dura- 
tion of the response. 
nay be attributed to the ambiguity of the situation in terns of responsibility 
and/or liability of public and private sector respondents. Further, rdsources 
were scarce. 
sand, protective clothing, etc.) was hindered by a lack of understanding of 
which parties had the rzsponsibility for securinz needed equipment. 
reason for the accident could not be thoroughly investigated until stabiliza- 
tion v7as achieved- there was a zreat deal 02 dispute concernin2 who was to 
blame. Similzly; there vas the question 0: who vas respoosible for the re- 
covery and cleanup operations. 

Significant difficulties encountered during the response 

The'acquisition of additional equipment (such as cranes, drums, 

Since the 

Regarding technological problem, the following difficulties were noted: 

1. 
water". 
guishing the initilal blaze and probably exacerbated property damage. 

The truck's bill of ladicg was nislabeled as "...cargo fire, avoid 
This company error resulted in several minutes of delay in extin- 

2. During the prinary phase of the recovery operation (prior to the 
major secondary explosion). front-line personnel neglected to wear sufficiently 
protective clothing, probably due to the chemical company's lack of experience 
with phosphorous accidents. Despite initial and continuous fires and explo- 
sions, the absence of precautionary aeaaures prevailed until the major: secon- 
dary explosion. . 

3. During the first phase of the recovery operation the control center 
was inundated by citizens ' calls which paralyzed communication between emer- 
gency organizations until. the command post could install a private line. 

4. Emergency-relevant personnel and volunteers worked unusually long 
shifts; some wor!ced up to forty-eight hours. This may have contributed to 
individuals ' decreased capabilities, as many were front-line responders. This 
particular problcn vas compounded when corporate representatives offered to pay 
volunteer firefizhters who were "off duty'' to zemain on the scene to help in 
clean-up activities. 

5. Xesources (chemical foara, masks, boots, drum, etc.) were in short 
In fact, the final-recovery attempt vas de- supply throughout the response. 

layed several hours until flane-retardant suits were procurred by corporate 
personnel. 



6. Medical personnel were unfamiliar with the treatment and effects of 
phosphorous burns and fume inhalation. 
"unverified" long-term effects of phosphorous exposure. 

'They expressed concern for the as yet 

Several Fnteroqaaizational difficulties emerged throughout the response, 
and became especially problematic after the cxplosion on the second day. 
problems emanated from the issue of corporate loss of credibility as "experts" 
in the recovery operations. 
waning confidence in the chemical company's response. 

The 

Several factors contributed to the comnunity's 
They t7ere as follows: 

The chemical company failed to infozm all responding firemen of the 1. 
details involved in the strategy for recoverkng the chemical. The firefighters 
resented the corporate involvement. 

2. The large and diversified number of corporate personnel dispatched to 
the site,created an air of suspicion among the citizenry regarding corporate 
liability. The press reinforced these suspicions by alluding to the possibi- 
lity of criminal violations resulting from conplaisant attitudes about recov- 
ery operations and concealment of contamination hazards posed by the sand and 
roadbed. 

3. 3rior to the najor secondary explosion, corporate representatives gave 
the impression that responses of this nature were highly routine. Later, they 
admitted havinz no such previous experience with phosphorous incidents. 

In addition to problems emerging between the public and privatz sectors, 
difficulties were cotcd between emergency-relevant organizatlons within the 
community. The following are sotile of the noted major areas of conflict: 

1. Several cornunity organizations were excluded from the preparatory 
sessions prior to recovery operations, engendering hostility among responders. 
Specifically, the hospital, the Zed Cross, an3 the count$ health department 
were not even notified of the meetings. Personnel in these agencies gLew to 
resent the civil defense, the agency responsible for off-site coordination. 
Cesulting communication gaps among community organizations were not an unex- 
pected consequence. 

2. The Ted Cross complained of civil defense personnel's general lack 

They accused the civil defense director of treating the county disaster 
of efficiency in previous disaster situatioas as well as in the present inci- 
dent. 
plan as a "jealously guarded secret". 
since the present civil defense director had assumed his position, the county 
health departmmt had supplanted the ?,ed Cross in victim relief during disas- 
ters. 

f?ed Cross officials also stated that 

3. Unaware 02 the naznitude of ishe inckknt, officials of the local 
school board expressed irritation with the ?ire chief for ordering the closing 
of a nearby elementary school. Ey the second day, the discord was alleviated 
when hazards posed by the phosphorous becarze readily apparent. 

Some details of the 
ed be 1 ow: 

1. The composition 

response which deserve further consideration are list- 

of the corporate delegation dispatched to the site 
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seemed to create an expectation that chemical personnel were better able to 
direct response operations, since at the time, command of operations was 
shifted from the civil defense director and fire chief to corporate repr-a Doen- 
tat ives . 

2. Hembers of the cornunity complfnented the civil defense director and 
the fire chief for their leadership and receptivity to suggestions from oth- 
ers. However, criticism vas leveled against the civil defense director, who 
had attended a hazardous materials seminar nonths earlier, but obviously 
lac!ced knowledge about hazardous materials. 

3. There vas an abrupt attitudinal change displayed by community offi- 
cials following the major secondary explosion, which motivated the fire 
chief and civil defense director to r e s m e  authoritative roles Cor the dura- 
tion of the event rather than allow corporate interests to dominate response 
activities . 

4. The role of the media in public infoimation activities, primarily 
due to multiple organizational membership vas influential. The news director 
of a nearby radio station also maintains a post within the county civil de- 
fense agency as public information off icer. Therefore , continuous updates 
of the event were broadcasted from the site every tscnty minutes throughout 
the four-day period. Interestingly, the public information officer also chose 
to downplay the seriousness of the event, presuming that such a posture would 
alleviate the inundation of phone lines. Perhaps a more accurate assessment 
of the event would also have alerted listeners to the necessity of reserving 
phone lines for inter-agency communication. 

Concluding Xenarks 

The technological problems of insufficient firefighting equipment and 
scarce material and human resources needed to contain the explosive chemicals 
and to effect a safe recovery and cleanup operation may be interpreted interms 
of greater organizational conflict. The irmediate problem of a scarcity of 
resources can be,seen to be symptomatic 02 an elerrent of confusion as to the 
liability for res'ponse activities. Since local responders, the first to ar-. 
rive, are mandated by communities to provide for public safety, the initial 
responsibility for containment fell to this component. 
familiarity with chemical disaster procedure, as well as the absence of clear- 
ly defined lines of authority and task coordination produced a situation 
wherein local response personnel were extremely vulnerable to the pressures 
of public scrutiny as m l l  as the intervention of private chemical personnel. 

Their relative un- 

In general, local agencies were ill prepared for a crisis involving ha- 
The consequent r,or,f lict anone individuals and among par- 'zardous materials. 

ticular organizations, engendered the rise of substantial barriers to cohesion 
and cooperation among response personnel. Especially problematic vas the lack 
of cormnutication regarding specificity in delegating authority for certain 
tasks regarding recovery operations. h2ter personnel from the chemical sector 
arrived, local public sector responders expected them to shov expertise in 
handling the problcn. However, when it became apparent that the extracommu- 
nity personne1.vere uncertain as to the correct procedure to follow, members 
fron local agencies again assumed the primary role for the remaining tasks. 
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Interorganizational conflict duricg response and recovery operations was 
an overlap in jurisdictional boundaries compounded by comucicat ion problem 

and barriers to Cask coordination. Conceivably, had emergency-relevant or- 
ganizations enjoyed a more compatible relationship prior to the disaster and 
a shared understanding of lines of authority and task functioning, as well as 
knowledge about extracornunity resources available to them, some of the conf u- 
sion and energins conflict could have been avoided. 

. .  
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flature of the ?vent 

At or just before 9:22 a.n., on a surmer day, m explosion occurred in 
the "hot room" of a large cherical plant in the metropolitan area of the city 
of Zlinutilli. Equipment mdfunction had resulted in overhesting. The city 
fire departnent was called within a few minutes because a fire developed. 
\?bile the fire never spread beyond the small building in which it started, a 
second and eventually a third alarm had to be sounded by 9:43 a.m. 

Apart from continuing explosions, the greater danqer stem.ed from the fact 
that the plant manufactured and stored herbicides ani! pesticides, notably EPZ!, 
and nethyl parathion vhich is a class H poison and bif5ly toxic when iRhale0, 
ingeste? or ebsorbed by the skin. 
located in the southwestern corner of the city's metropolitan area, dozens of 
miles from dovmtown an? about a nile and a half east of a nzijor river. IIow- 
ever, the area surrounding the company grounds is very flat, an2 is used for 
residential as well as industrial purposes. 
fairly high winds which usually blow northeast towards Xinutilli. 

The chenical cor!pany is on a five acre site 

The plant area is also subject to 

About 30 employees were in the plant when an 8,000 gallon tank of methyl 
parathion initially explodec?. 
the, althouEh others were also knocked down, three of whom had to be even- 
tually hospitalized. 
of sone of the above mentioned dangerous substances into the air. A toxic 
cloud formed, which drifted to the southwest towards the river. Firefighters 
dodge2 exploding 55-gallon druus of chemicals which sometimes flew 500 feet 
into the air or sideways, and battled heat and poisonous fumes for more than 
two hours before the fire was brought under control. As the firefighters 
worked, the first of several evacuation calls were issued, as a major disaster 
vas feared. 

One of the employees was badly Surned at this 

The explosion and fire also generally cause6 the release 

Evacuation eventually involved approximately 3,000 residents in a five 
square-nile area. 
Cuzrd closed the river to all traffic fron the city to a point about 60 miles 
away in a neig5boring state. 
miles around the site by air traffic controllers. This vas at the request of 
the police department, both for purposes of safety and to discourage the con- 
vercence of sichtseers in flying vehicles. It was later estimated that the 
musfirooninp, cloud reache2 a heig5t of 3,lW feet an8 spread across a 30 mile 
area to the southwest. 

3ecause the fumes were drifting towards the river, the Coast 

General air traffic was also restricted from fivt 

There were no reported evacuations outside the city. Eiowever, internal 
organizational alerts were issued by law enforcement officials in four countieE 
outside of the metropolitzn area of Xinutilli. Concern abact the drift of the 
toxic cloud extended. even to a nearby state. This led to the posting of state 
highway patrol officers and sheriff's deputies along the state line to nonitor 
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for toxic fumes. ?Tone was ever detected. 

Sone of the evacuees had to be treated for illnesses. In fact, by late 
Thursday night, at least 230 persons had been given treatment for symptoms 
believed to %e related to the f m e s  gecerated by the explosions at the plant. 
The civilian evacuees were prinarily treated in hospital emergency rooms aft- 
er complaining of inhaling toxic fumes, burning sensations in their eyes, ver- 
ti2o, severe sweating, chest pains, severe nausea, and other sinilar symptoms. 
To deaths occurred among the civilian evacuees and there did not appear to be 
any permanent damage inflicted, a1thoug.h eifht victims stayed overnight at 
hospitals. 

The firefiphters were not so fortunate. While most who had problem suf- 
fered from heat exhaustion while fighting the fire, one fire officer died as 
a result of a heart attack, and another broke his leg as a consequence of be- 
ing hit by a fallinf? drum. A few firefighters also exhibited the same symp- 
toms of exposure to toxic fumes as had the civilian evacuees. Ten of them 
had to be hospitalized at least overnight, although again, there did not ap- 
pear to be any permanent danage. 

Actually casualties could have been xore severe if the winds had been 
$1057iq in their usual direction. 
to north at 5-10 miles per hour before changing to northeast at 9 miles per 
hour. 
norninz of the explosion and reversed the area's normal wind direction sothat 
fumes were carried southwest towar& the river instead of into the heart of 
the city. 

That day the winds were blowing southeast 

A weak high-pressure syster, had moved into the mid-south early in the 
. 

?lost of the evacuated residents and workers were allowed to return to the 
evacuated neighborhoods by late afternnon. By that time, city officials had 
begun to worry about water pollution. Yaeg were told thet water from thefire 
hoses might carry dangerous chemicals into nearby streams. If that happened,, 
there was the possibility that contaminated water which ran into the neighbor- 
inp creeks and lakes, could kill much of the life in then. In addition, there 
was also the potential hazard created by the fact that the firefizhters had 
dumped some sulphuric acid rnanufactured at the chemical plant, into the near- 
by river to prevent further explosions. 

Dikes.vere hastily built to direct the runoff water into a newly con- 
structed drainaye ditch. 
ash into the creek in an attenpt to neutralize impurities in the water. These 
actions were seemingly not totally effective, for later testing led to the 
finding that traces of the toxic insecticide, methyl parathion, one of the 
chemicals stored at the plant, hadrun into a nearby creek and then into alake. 
Arriving late in the day, neRbers of an ZPA Emergency Response Team quickly 
prepared a filter system of potash to strain out impurities in the partly con- 
tained, but contaminated water. Eoweverz apparently there were not enough 

The city's public t70rk department also poured soda 

relation to the water vclme, so that notable ecological dsnage 
observed. Furthermore, in no case, was the drinking supply of 
catastrophically threatened since none used water from the creek, 
even under normal circumstances. 

inpurities in 
was not later 
any corn-unity 
lzke or river 
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Direct propefty damage to the chemical plant was estimated to be in the 
three and a half million dollar range. In addition, nearly a half million 
pounds of chemicals were destroyed. Production losses because of an indefi- 
nite plant shutd~wn also ran high, and CO employees were laid off. In addi- 
tion, there were indirect economic costs. 
ping center had been closed down and evacuated for about half a day. 
partment store in the center did not reopen until the next day because an 
executive with the keys to the store failed to return after the evacuation 
period ended. That next day also, businesses in the shopping center and near- 
by reported receiving calls from customers wondering if it would be safe to 
come and shop in the stores. Apparently no one made any effort to assure the 
general public that the neighborhoods near the chemical plant were safe after 
the first few hours of the disaster. 

A major refinery and a major shop- 
A de- 

In the days after the fire, environmental and health officers scoured the 
southwestern part of zhe metropolitan area for other signs of pesticide con- 
tamination. None was found. However y nearby residents complained of damage 
that had been done to gardens, a neighborhood citizen’s group voted to ask the 
plant not to rebuild at its old site, and a class .action law suit €or losses 
from the incident was instituted against the chemical company five days after 
the fire. The citizens’ group was apparently partially successful, for at 
this tine, the decision has been made to rebuild the facility elsewhere.: 

CWACTXBTSTIC S 

The city of flinutilli is surrounded by a major metropolitan area of ap- 
proximately a millian and a half people, considerably less than half of which 
live in the city itself. The county of Zossatti, in which the metropolitan 
area is located, covers about 750 square miles and is mostly built up resi- 
dential and industrial neighborhoods. The city is also an important river 
port which handles millions of tons of cargo yearly. 

The area is served by seven railroads and, six airlines and is the hub of 
four interstate highways. The river port is the headquarters of half a dozen 
barge companies, 
densely populated neighborhoods, many within a few blocks of the central busi- 
ness district. 

Much of the river and railroad transport operations are in 

The population is distributed about 1,000 persons per square mile. Non- 
whites constituted about a third of the residents in the metropolitan area. 
People over the age of 65 constitute less than 10 percent of those in Rossatti 
county. At the time of our study, uneclployment in the labor force numbered 
about six percent, slightly higher than the national average. 

Traditionally, the area: is Dcnccratic in its political orientation. How- 
ever, Republicans have .done much better in recenc, times. The city of Minu- 
tilli has a mayor-council form of govei-nnent, with 2ossatti county having a 
mayor-court council form. 3esides iiinutilli, there are six other incorporated 
cities or towns in the county. 

The total work force numbers over 300,0CO, with nost of the employment 
being in nonagricultural pursuits. However, the single largest employer in 
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the area manufactures farm rzachinery, the second, automotive products. Over 
30 percent of those in the manufacturing sector, are employed in the food and 
kindred products area. The value added by manufacturing to shipment of goods 
is around a billion and a half dollars a year. Retail sales in Zossatti'coun- 
ty have recently been close to four billion dollars a year, with per capita 
income in the metropolitan area being around $6,000 annually. 

The econoay of the area is rather diversified. Fiinutilli is an agribusi- 
ness center involving processors, packers, shippers, distributors andmer. 
chants. 
branches of the armed services, as well as defense department depots. The 
health sector is represented by many facilities and installations. The labor 
force is almost equally divided between manufacturing, service industries, 
and retail trade. 

There are many military installations in the region from all three .. " 

Chemical concerns, with more than 100 plants in the metropolitan area and, 
around $400 million in sales annually, employ almost 10 percsnt of the labor 
force. Nost of the chemical manufacturing Sacilities, including three major 
installations operated by international companies, are located in relatively 
populated neighborhoods. 
occurred, tend to be centered in complexes or clusters of similar industrial 
activities. One plant, manufacturing exceptionally hazardous materials, is 
not in a complex, and is in an isolated location within the metropolitan area 
but outside of the city limits. 

Nost plants, including the one in which the fire 

D i s aster Prepare dne s s 

There is very extensive disaster preparedness in Ninutilli. This partly 
reflects the fact that the area is vulnerable to a wide range ofA disaster a- 
gents, ranging from tornadoes and earthquakes to technological accidents and 
breakduwns. However, there have been fev actual disasters in recent years. 
Thus, while truck and railroad accidents have annually averaged more than 200 
in recent years, there have been alaost no casualties resulting'from such in- 
cidents. Nonetheless, the area would rank relatively high by most criteria . 

of disaster preparedness. 
key emeEgency related sectors, and this has existed for a number of years. 

There is also notably strong leadership in a few 

Community awareness of possible chemical threats had particularly ir+- 
creased in the last few years. The IJaverly, Tennessee disaster, which several 
years earlier attracted nationwide interest because of the mass media cover- 
age , had provided impetus in Elinutilli for preparations for chemical disas- 
ters. The mayor and other city officials led public efforts to improve pre- 
paredness for chemical hazards. Such efforts were strongly reinforced a ye.ar 
later when a local hospital had to be evacuated because of a threat of an ex- 
plosion from an overturned LPG tank car. In just the six months prior to the 
chemical plant explosion described earlier, there had been over 20 hazardous 
materials incidents in the city involving fires or other threats os varying 
magnitude. 

The civil defense office has developed a comprehensive master plan for 
mass emergencies including besides natural disasters, incidents associated 
with technological accidents, civil disturbances and nuclear war? we. The 
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plan consis'ts of a matrix-type divisibn of responsib lities specifying primary 
and secondary responses, p h Q  a call-up list of organizatLona1 contacts. 
der the section describing the necessities of the plan, reference is made to 
toxic chemical'disastcrs 'both in plants and various transportation nodes. 
Apart fr& the fo-mal linkages indicated ir. i=he plan, therc are important in- 
formal ties between key emergency organizations as we describe later under the 
"Resources" section of this case study. 

Un- 

An annex of the plan specifically deals with evacuation and its coordi- 
nation. A standby evacuation committee has representatives from the: 

I. city fire services 
2. county civil defense/emergency management office 
3. local chapter of the American National Zed Cross 
4. city police department 
5. county sherir'f's department 
6.'city and surrounding area transit authority 

The committee has established which organizations are responsible for what 
functions, hot7 activities are to proceed, and how the overall effort is to be 
integrated. 

While the community disaster planning is impressive and certainly better 
than found in the typical American metropolitan area, it is far fro= perfect. 
For example, none of the very many transpcrtation companies in the area are 
involved in the comnunity disaster planning. The standby Energency Operating 
Center is locate$ in a city government building which is astride an earthquake 
fault. FJhile the police department claim to have a subplan for dealing with 
hazardous chemicals, no one, including the author, could locate a C Q ~ Y  of the 
plan when a D2C field team asked to see it. 

Resources 

As night be expected, there are many emergency relevant organizations in 
and around the metropolitan area of Minutilli. 
agencies and county groups, but also elements of state and federal units such 
as the military components in the numerous bases and facilities in the area. 
In addition, there are the relevant resources of a variety of organizations 
in the private sector, in particular the chemical companies located in the 
region. 

These include not only city 

However, the key resources for disaster planning and response in the Hin- 
utilli area exist prinarily in a few organizations. These include the local 
fire and police departments, the county civil defense, many of the hospitals 
and some of the major chemical ccr;rpariie< %n the. area. They have substantial 
resources by way of planning, information, ' expertise and equipment for re- 
sponding to a side range o€ potential disasters in the llinutil'li metropolitan 
area. In principle, extra comutlity resources are also potentially availablz, 
but it would have to be a major disaster or catastrophe for such resources to 
be needed because the local organization could not meet emergency demands. 
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The city fire department has historically played a leading role in disas- 
ter planning. 
equipment, and receives more money per capita than does the local police de- 
partment. The fire department by planning and tradition is designated as the 
primary responding agency to incidents involving hazardous materials. It has 
instituted a hazardous materials section which is currently receiving exten; 
sive training and has purchased hazaraus niarerials equipment. All operational 
fire personnel have been given some instruction as to the handling of hazardous 
materials. In addition, the fire departslent vas, at the time of the fire in- 
cident at the chenical plant, developing a specific hazardous materials disas- 
ter plan. 
at the time of the fire incident, had established a special hazardous materials 
unit. 

It numbers more than 1,500 personnel, has over 150 pieces of 

This fire department also vas one of the fct7 in the country that, 

The police department in Minutilli actually is slightly smaller in size 
than the fire department, although average salaries are sorewhat higher. In 
recent years it has been wracked by internal conflicts and disagreements, and 
does not seen to be as positively VievJed by other public officials as is the 
fire department. 
some training in the identification and handling of hazardous chemicals, al- 
though the training is nowhere as extensive as that given by the fire depart- 
ment to its otm personnel. In the main, hov7ever, the police see their func- 
tions in acute chenical emergencies as not being too different than what they 
would do in ariy kind of major disaster. 

The police department also has given its field personnel 

Both by planning and understanding, there is a division of labor projected 
for the local police and fire departments in many disasters, and especially 
chemical emergencies. Thus, the agreed-upon strategy is that the fire depart- 
ment t7ill deal directly with the incident and the police department will pro- 
vide security and conduct evacuations. The county civil defense office is to 
handle all coordination with state agencies. 

This recently developed cooperation between the police department and the 
fire department concerning the responses *Lo hazardous materials has had the 
effect of breeching a 25 year old feud enconpassing the local police and fire 
departments. 
actions of the individuals responsible for the hazardous naterials training 
in both the police and fire departments., There were reports of resistance to 
cooperation frou hiGher authorities in both departments t7hen disaster planning 
initially was jointly attempted. But whatever the history, and whatever for- 
mal written plans currently call for, there are close informal ties between 
key operational uenbers of the fire and police departments. 

Uuch of the newfound cooperative spirit seem traceable to the 

Over several dozen hospitals in the region have unusually highly developed 
disaster plans, and frequent exercises of then. However, they are not well 
dispersed geographically, with many clustered in one section of the city, al- 
though there ar= satellite facilities in mazy locations. Because I-iinutilli 
is located relatively close to another statc, the hospitals drab7 patients from 
across the state line, and both their everyday emergency operations and disas- 
ter plans take into account the crossing of this jurisdictional boundary. 
There is, in addition, a great deal of inter-hospital interaction especially 
with respect to disaster planning. 
worthy, considering that until recently there was no federal support for the 
aI.5 system. 

The high'degree of interactiosl is note- 
. 
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There arc close links between the hospital sector and the county civil 
defense office. In part this is because the connunication center at the civil 
defense office provides the back-up system for the dispatching of hospital am- 
bulances in the region. Prior to the fire incident, the civil defense office 
and the hospitals hac? been in the process or' developing plans to conduct drills 
with hospitals on how to handle hazardous chenical episodes, which had not 
been particularly attended to prior to that time. 

A number of the chemical plants ir_ the aetropolitan area have intensive, 
emergency and disaster plans for their individual facilities. 'f-Iowcver, there 
is no formal plan linking the chemical sector, and there is no mutual aid 
group or planning, as is often found in localities with many chemical plants. 
Nonetheless, there is considerable contact and interaction between a number 
of the major chemical companies and the Xinutilli fire departcent. For ex- 
ample, the companies routinely send experts to help the fire department with 
chemically related incidents. 
specialized energency equipment between and among the chemical companies and 
the fire department. 

There have been instances or' the lending of 

Other city aa6 county emergency relevant orzanizations tend to be more 
loci keyed in their orientation to disaster and chemical incidents planning 
than those just discussed. Thus, the iiinutifli pu5lic vorks department is 
allocated a debris clearance function at "Lines of disasters. This is known 
by key officials in the orzanization buc is otherwise not a very salient mat- 
ter. The county sheriff's office has sone general plans and understanding of 
its role in a cornunity ener=er?cg, but is not especially linked for this pur- 
pose to other emergency relevant apncies. 

Organized Xesponse to the Disaster 

At 9:22 a.n., the city fire department received a call from an unknov7n 

At 3:23 a.m., records indicate the chemical company called 
observer stating that there was a large cloud of smoke around the area of the 
chemical plant. 
and informed the fire departnent that an explosion had occurred. 
fire department inmediately sent a corqany to the scene of the fire. The se- 
nior fire officer who arrived on the scene then radioed back to headquarters 
that the other companies should stay out 03 the area until it could be deter- 
mined exactly v7hat dangerous chemicals might be present. However, the fire 
vas such that at the same time, he called in a second alarm. It was not until 
a little after the second alarm was activated at 9:37 a.m. that the fire de- 
partment, ~7ith the help of the chemical ccmpany president, identified one of 
the main chemicals involved--methyl parathion. 
~7as called in at S:43 a.m.., the fire departnent had already dispatched two 
hazardous materials units to the scene, and all firefighters had been instruct- 
ed to don protective zear. 

The city 

By the time the third alarm 

Uhen the local fire chief arrived and asszssed the situation, he decided 
to contact by radio the nossatti county civil defense office, and requested 
that they send some of their 'personnel to the scene to set up evacuation pro- 
cedures. A connand post was then' set up in a hazardous mater.ials vehicle, 
parked upwind from the building in which the najor fire raged. 
when the fire companies responding to the third alarm were arriving on the 
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scene, a lieutenant ir, one of the hazardous materials unit of the department 
noted an addirional potential problem. It appeared some of the runoff water 
being sprayed on the fire might be sr;leeping sone hazardous chemicals into a 
nearby Cree!<. 3ecause of this, the city public works department was contacted 
for earthmoving equipnent and dirt to build dikes to catch the runoff water in 
a drainage ditch. 3ut it was some time before the work could be done, and 
all the runoff'sater was acver fully channeled into the drainage ditch. 
last of the fire was put out by about 11:40 a.m, 
partment eventually had 26 pieces of equipnent from 17 stations on the scene. 

Units from the city police departnent arrived at the chenical plant only 
after the third fire alarm had been sounded. 
fire situation from hearing communications on the Ilinutilli fire department 
radio channels. When the police got to the plant they also consciously and 
deliberately set up their own command post apart from the one that had been es- 
tablished by the fire department. 

The 
In all, the city fire de- 

Apparently they learned of the 

The Rossatti county civil defense director arrived on the scene at approx- 
imately 10:30 a.m., summoned by. his own office which had been monitoring the 
radio communications of the local emergency organizations. After meeting at 
the fire departneat's command post with representatives from both the fire and 
police departments, he decided to evacuate civilians from nearby areas. A 
public announcement of an evacuation vas made at 11:OO a.m., more than an hour 
and a half after the initial explosion at the chemical plant, 

The major organizations involved in the evacuation effort were the civil 
defense agency, the city police department, the sheriff's office, and the city 
mass transit authority (which was asked to participate by the local police), 
The local chapter of the American Xed Cross was apparently only contacted by 
telephone. A general decision vas cladc to evacuate nearby neighborhoods. Sev- 
eral different evacuation calls were consecutively issued, encompassing an 
even larger area. Eventually a five square nile area vas evacuated, and it was 
later estimated that about 3,000 residents left. The evacuation t7as kept in 
effect until the late afternoon. At that time, evacuees were allowed to re- 
turn to all but a two block neighborhood right around the chemical plant. 
9:OO p.m. finally, all evacuated residents were alloved to return to their 
homes, although most had returned much earlier. 

At 

The majority of evacuees, as is usually the case in mass emergencies and 
disasters, t7eat to friends and relatives. 
Ked Cross shelter set up at a nearby high school. 
ter in the middle of the afternoon, when sone public officials said it was 
safe to return to the affected area. 
since until about 1:45 p.m. , the only organizational representative at the 
shelter was a Red Cross volunteer. Other agency officials arrived later, but 
at the time most got to the building almost all the evacuees were already 
starting to leave. Mass transit buses that were supposed to ta!ce people home 
never materialized, so most evacuees had difficulty getting quick transporta- 
tion. 

Only about 300 persons moved into a 
These people left thisshel- 

The public shelter was not well orgznized 

The organization involved in thc evacuation effort originally tried to 

Some residents 
warn people by use of speakers on police helicopters and squad cars. This did 
not prove to be a totally effective way of reaching people. 
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near the chemical company had their windows closed and air conditioners run- 
ning. 
tems of the three helicopters being used in the effort. 
learned of the possible danger from neighbors who came to their houses and 
told them of the fire and the explosion. 
a cloud of "blac!c smoke" coming from the plant site. 

So they never heard the warnings broadcast over the public address sys- 
Most of these people 

Some also reported the presence of 

The warnings issued by the police cars vere more successful in alerting 
people to a crisis situation. However, the warning messages were not clear on 
what to do. Thus, 'some residents left using their own cars. Others in the 
neighborhood collected on streetcorncrs, because some of the warning messages 
from the police indicated city buses would come into the area to evaucate peo- 
ple. Still other persons , including some elderly persans, attempted to walk 
out of the neighborhood. Little information was ever provided by anyone as to 
the best direction in which to r'lee. 'But as is usua1.i.n disaster evacuations, 
8 significant number, even among those who heard the police varnings, refused 
to leave the area. Lost of those who evacuated seemed to have left at a rel- 
atively SIOS pace, and except in isolated cases, there appears to have been 
little sense of urgency on the part of evacuees. 

,* 
Part of the difficulty in the evacuation effort vas that the involved 

emergency organizations were themselves not too clear initially about the sit- 
uation. The fire, police and civil defense organizations had different and 
sometimes contradictory information abou'c the incident and its development .. , 

Thus, at one poinc, oce agency understood evacuation should be to the east 
whereas another orsanization thought the evacuees would be safer to the west 
of the burning chemical plant. After considerable discussion, consensus was 
reached on this point, but as indicated earlier, was not very well communicated 
to the possibly endangered population. 

In retrospect, the civil defense office responsible for coordinating the 
evacuation thought it had gone well, and did not thin!: much of anything would 
be done differently in a future similar situation. However, it was noted that 
afterwards some neighborhood residents cosplained they never received any of- 
ficial notice or warning of'the danger, and others said that prmised bus 
transportation, both for leaving from and returning to their hones, never ma- 
terialized. Ir. turn, civil defense officials reported observing neighborhood 
residents ignoring the evacuation calls and remaining in their hones. 

In addition to helping and trying to coordinate the evacuation, the local 
civil defense office, using the Emergency Operations Center under its control, 
monitored all radio comunications to and from the plant site so as to keep 
informed about the general situation. The office also answered requests for 
information from press representatives as well as private citizens, and at- 
tempted to keep a record of all happenixzs (later, the detailed time sheets 
that had been filled out during the emergency were accidentally thrown %Jay 
when the office v7as cleaned up several days after the disaster). The civil 
defense cmunications off 5cer also collcd ClXi.EI??C , duplicated a similar 
call for inforr-iaClon by tlic hezardous materials unit of the W.nutilli fire de- 
partment. CIIE"E\EC put both organizational callers in contact with the Pes- 
ticide Safety Tean network. 
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The police department, apart from assisting in the evacuation, primarily 
provided security at the plant site. 
seem to be as fully cognizant about the situation as aas the fire department, 
but little effort beyond the use of couriers was made to establish better on- 
the-scene cormunication between the two. The relative absence of massive con- 
eence on the plant, and the relatively lot7 number of evacuees, allotJed the PO- 
lice to maictain their normal traffic control patterns. There aere apparently 
no reports of looting in the evacuated neighborhoods, nostly consisting of a 
working class nature. 

Their operational command post did not 

The area hospitals did not receive any special notification of the plant 
Six of the hospitals started receiving patients in. their energency incident: 

roons at approxinately 10:30 a.m., a good hour after the initial explosion. 
The influx 02 patients was such that none of the hospitals ever activated 
their disaster plans, although several went to an emergency stand-by alert. 
Sone of the local institutions did contact the state university poison control 
center for infornation on how to handle the toxic symptoms exhibited by their 
patients. A rather delayed triage effort near the plant site did not handle 
many casualties. 
lances, which on an everyday basis, provide this conpoaent of thc EMS system 
in the city of Kinutilli as well as Xossatti county. 

These patients were transported by fire department ambu- 

Vhile the fire in the plant was out by noon the day of the explosion, 
This necessitated further smaller fires broke out the follot7ing tT.ro days. 

runs by the fire department. At the end of that time, several fire officials 
returned to the fire scene to assist in the decontamination of hoses andother 
appliances which night have been contaxinate6 during the course of the fire 
fighting. Several fire fighters also put on special suits so they could enter 
the ruins of the building where the fire originated to recover the thermostat 
that controlled the heating unit. 

During this time also, the fire departolent was asked to check on thetern- 
porary dan which the public wor!:s department ha6 constructed to contain the 
contaminated water in a drainage ditch. 
teriorating and ileeded to be reinforced and its height raised. 
aorks department was again contacted, and performed the necessary tasks to the 
temporary dam. 

It v7as decided that the dam v7as de- 
The public 

The federal %PA vias brought into the situation to deal with the possible 
water contamination problem. In fact, in less than two hours after the ini- 
tial explosion, a local unit of the Coast Guard, following the Mational Con- 
tingency Plan €or hazardous spills and at the urging of the local civil de- 
fense office, notified the EPA of the situateon. An emergency response team 
was sent from a nearby state to do the chemical contaiment and clean up. 
A regional EPA coordinating officer arrived on the scene about 5 pen. the day 
of the explosion. The city public works department had already made its'ini- 
tial effort to build dikes and to channel the runoff water into a drainage 
ditch. The EPA team eventually took over, and nearly a m e k  later helpedpump 
the contained contaminated (although sornewhat treated) water into the river. 

Overall, the explosions, fire and toxic releases and spills at the chem- 
ical plant were a major and serious energency for those directly involved. 
However, the incident presented more of a potential threat rather than actual 

I 
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disaster for the city of Minutilli. 
in Piinutilli and some of those from Zossatti couqy participated-in the emer- 
gency response, community life as a whole was not interrupted for long or in 
a serious way. For nost .people in the Eetropolitan area, the incident at the 
plant was primarily a local netrs story; only for several thousand people 
around the plant v7as there a direct impact or actual threat to life and well 
being. 
rialize, which vas fortunate since the organized response to the incident 
showed sone r~~edcnesscs as well as strengths in the comolunity disaster stance. 

While most of the emergency organizations 

A mor? comunity-wide disaster had been possible, but did not mate- 

Evaluation of Res7onse 

In the previously discussed case study of Baer, it was observed that there 
was a generally poor response to the explosion. In the fire case reported in 
this chapter in IIinutilli, both positive and negative aspects of the response 
can be noted. Overall, the organized effort v7as far better than that describe< 
for Caer, but not as Good as will be detailed in the next chapter which de- 
scribes the major dangerous chemical incident at Liississauga, Canada. 

Extra community agencies who participated in or evaluated the organized 
response at l+linutilli, found much to praise. Similarly, the post-disaster 
self critiques nade by the cornnucity energeccy organizations noted a number of 
positive aspects about what had happened. Li!cewise, it is possible to arrive 
at some favorable evaluations when the organized response is measured against 
the pre-impact planning for mass emergencies. 

From a technological viewpoint, the cormunity as a whole had more exper- 
tise and resources available for chemical disasters than is typically the 
case. There vas no shortage either of appropriate knowledge, or material and 
immaterial things necessary for the kind of iricident which occurred. 'The fire 
department seened particularly professional in its approach to the plant ex- 
plosions and fires. The firefighters who initially arrived on the scene were 
careful, and quickly obt.ained infornation about the nature and properties of 
the dangerous cheoicals which might be involved. Protective clothing vas worn 
as it should have been in such a sLtuation. Fire department members were well 
trained in setting up equipment, and in the use of unmanned nozzles.which per- 
mitted the penetration of a volatile fire situation without unnecessarily risk- 
ing personnel. 

From an organizational perspective,' some, although not all, appropriate 
communication and coordination was achieved. The civil defense office per- 
formed its mandated functim of monitoring all .emergency relevant cornmunica- 
tions. It df3 notify several key officials and organizations fairly quickly 
after the incident. started. 
erate as a Zeceral .'inPo%qtion center and a referral. point. Prior liaisons 
between the locnl ffre 6.2psrtnent and the chemical .company enabled the two 
org?zlzztions t? quit!:! ;i 2:?cF?ar:;:e !.:formation ~li211 the f5rst fire units arrived 
at 75- plant rit.3; A.---L.t.riY.s .-i'::orn chc conpany were able to tceep- the fire- 
f i;;?xteers f ziriy well inf;lrrx:d of the nature, properties and locations of dan- 
gerous chemicals in the, installation. 
officials kept in comunication from the start of the incident through to the 
small fires occurring in the. post-disaster period,' and 'essent.ially took a 

The EmerZency Cperat5on Center did partially op- 

O"$" I. .a 

Chemical company and fire department 
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cooperative approach to the whole situation. 

Some of the previously planned division of labor was carried out. 
fire departmenr, with its expertise (including its hazardous material units) 
was in complete charge of operacions on the scene. 
prior disaster planninc had specified, led the effort to warn residents in the 
neighborhoods about the danger, and also issued the-calls for an evacuation. 
The federal EPA regional team was the coordinative agency in charge of the 
neutralization and the clean-up of the resultant water contamination. 

The 

The police departnent, as 

Up until the incident, the coxmunity disaster planning for a toxic chem- 
ical incident had not been seriously tested. 
fumes from the chemical company presented a potentially dangerous situation for 
the cornunity as a whole, and an actual disaster for those most directly in- 
volved. On the whole, emergency organization officials believed that they 
did c.rel1. As one official said: 

The explosions and poisonous .. 

We have a plan for disaster preparedness and this is what we used 
to great effect. We had the potential Eor having a lot of people 
killed, but the firemen knew what to do and v7hat had to be done. 
They did a superhuman effort at getting things uzder control. 

Similar positive statements were made in post-impact mass media evaluations of 
the incident. 

On the other hand, there vere s o m  serious technological and organiza- 
tional probleos in the cirganized response, not all of which were explicitly 
recognized by the responding groups. Not all parts of the disaster planning 
worked equally well, and in some cases, even when the plan was followed, un- 
foreseen difficulties emerged. 
the evacuation effort, was seriously flaved from the initial warnings to the 
returning of the evacuees to their hones, 

One very important aspect of what occurred, 

In the technological realm, at least several questions could be raised, 
although none are as important as some iaajor organizational weaknesses. None 
proved to be serious in the particular iccident involved, but the potential 
for problems in Cuture similar emergencies is obvious. 

There vas a possibility that foam rather than mater could have beenueed in 
extinguishing the initial blaze. This could have restricted the extent of 
the toxic plune: Even the specialists in the ffre departnent's hazardous 
materials unit were unclear nfter the iccldent, T.D to i711icE.1 substance 
~7as ?referable .?-ltku?h it was acknowledge2 that the cost of the foan 
mioht be prohibitive. 

The fire department personnel thenselves felt that they may have concen- 
trated too w c h  of their effort on extinguisning the Eire. This led them to 
ignore the eventual run-off problcn. 
recopized the problem sooner and avoided much 02 the contanination through 
earlier construction of a dike. 

They indicated that they should have 

No thought had apparently been given to the communication batteries that 
would certainly run dry if they were in continuous use. tiinor lapses in 
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communication occurred because of this lack of planning. 
problem might be solved in the future by maintaining additional batteries and 
charges at the operational comand post. 

It was thought the 

There,sgemed to be. some question, although not by the agency itself of 
how well' the EPA 'Regional Team handled the whole post-disaster contamination 
issue. It was 'riot certain, according to some local experts, that an adequate 
analysis had been made of the contaminated water contained by temparary dikes 
in the drainage ditch. .The deoision to let the water into the river appeared 
doubtful to some, 

More important were several organizational problems. In particular, there 
were serious difficulties with the evacuation process and with some aspects 
of interorganizational comunication with the public. 

As already noted, while people were evacuated, there were problems at all 
There was confusion and delpy in deciding bhen and how 

Warning messages failed to reach all potential evacuees, and 
stages of the process. 
far to evacuate. 
when it vas heard, the information provided was sometimes incomplete or inac- 
curate, 
system of notifying evacuees when to return was developed, and residents ob- 
tained inconsistent information on the matter from a variety of sources. Those 
in the public shelter had to find their own ~7ay back to their homes. Behind 
the scenes, key organizational officials never had a good overall grasp of the 
evacuation effort. 

The public shelter was not prepared to receive evacuees. No clear 

Some organizations communicated well with one another, but many did not. 
The separate comand posts established by the fire and the police departments, 
according to the disaster plan, to avoid communication related convergence, 
created other communication problems. The use of couriers between the posts 
to coordinate fire fighting operations v7ith those relating to site security 
and evacuation, did not work too well. The police department clearly lagged 
in its knowledge of di&ter related happenings. Close pre-disaster informal 
links between some fire and police personnelhelpedto link the two organiza- 
tions, but could not completely compensate for the consequences stemming from 
the establishment of two command posts. The area hospitals were never really 
linked to the other emergency organizations. Extra-community groups were 
sometimes independently -and unnecessarily contacted by several different local 
groups. 

gency to the post-impact period. This resulted in unnecessary duplication, 
for example, in the testing of water quality. This task was pekfonned by the 
EPA, the public health depaitment and the local department of public works. 
While the EPA was sending-samples €or analysis to its laboratories, the state 
D.P.H. maintained a mobile lab at the site, and un!cnotJn to both organizations, 
the Minutilli public works department had comprehensive laboratory equipment 
and qualified analysts in its otJn organization who could have done the analy- 
ses. 

The lack of interorganizational communication extended over from the emer- 

Apart from these two major problems, there were other, more minor diffi- 
Information dissemination to the press vas provided by many differ- culties, 

ent organizational personnel at the scene, resulting in the public receiving 
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confusing and inconsistent information. The civil defense agency tried to 
deal with this problem but could respond only to press calls to its Emergency 
Operations Center. 
great convergence on the disaster site, law enforcement agencies enforced site 
security so tightly, that key officials from other emergency organizations 
were unnecessarily detained at roadblocks. 
everyday basis have little or no emergency functions or responsibilities can 
quickly adapt when a disaster happens, even when they are made a part of the 
community disaster plan. In the Minutilli incident, the city's public works 
department was quickly able to provide the personnel and equipment to build 
temporary dikes; the mass transit company proved unable to speedily deliver 
the buses and drivers needed for a relatively small-scale evacuation effort. 

No pass system was ever established. While there was no 

Not all organizations which on an 

Concluding Remarks 

The technological difficulties noted should be seen in a larger context. 

Both professionalism and stan- 
Those aspects alluded to partly reflect the professionalism and standards of 
excellence pursued in a particular community. 
dards are high in I.linutilli, certainly as cmpared with the orientation of 
many other communities to chemical emergencies and disasters. The problems 
of contaminated water run-off, radio communications disruptions and questions 
relating to the use of foam in firefighting are ubiquitous in such situations 
although the recognition of errors in response is variable. 
they were recognized because they were seen as falling below acceptable pro- 
fessional standards. 

In Iulinutilli, 

'There was far less recognition of the organizational problems in the re- 
sponse. There was little indication that -the evacuation process in disasters 
was going to undergo a major reexamination. 
efforts would be made to attempt to improve the planning for interorganiza- 
tional communication and coordination in future disasters. 
stem from the relatively weak position of thecivildefense organization in 
Rossacti county, both in terms of legitimacy and power. 
defense office seems to be more positively evaluated in the area than is the 
typical civil defense agency in most American communities, this is only in 
relative rather than absolute terms. It does not appear that advantage will 
be taken of the opportunity provided by the incident, to point out the weak- 
nesses'of disaster planning and response in the area, and how the event showed 
what serious problems could arise in a more catastrophic future situation. 

Neither did it appear intensive 

In part, this may 

While the local civil 

There were positive aspects of the organized response, as noted earlier. 
Unfortunately, it appears the key and relevant emergency officials and orga- 
nizations in Minutilli will only stress those in their longer run post-disas- 
ter public stance. 
planning is good and when it works. In fact, the positive aspects can be used 
to lead into an examination and analysis OS the less positive features in the 
situation. If this is not done in Ximtilli, and it does not appear to have 
been done as of the writing of this report, the future may bring a catastrophe 
where the negative aspects might ovemhelm the positive ones, unlike in the 
just' discussed case where there were elements of both. 

It is valid and important ro point out where disaster 
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As indicated earlier, we make no attenpt to mask or provide pseudonyms for 

- -7 2 the persons, places., and organizations descriljed in this case study. 
details have already been publically published by others elsevhere (see : 
especially Scanlon and Padgham, %lG6 an6 iayte, 1930). Eut as is often -. true 
when multiple accounts of a disasJer, are availsble, 'differences in '.facts" as 
well 2s interpretations have 'to be ,reconciled. In general, ve h2ve I taken as 

. .  t5e more valid accomt tlidt which tias nost consistent with trhat =as found by 
our ohm E X  field researchers. . .  

Such 

. .  
'<. . 

. .  
-_ 

'... Yature of the Event . ... 

On Saturday, Wovenber 10, 1979, at approximately 11252 F.!?., Canadian 
Pacific Railway (CPX) train if54 derailed in Xississauza at the Xavis Road 
crossing. Wssissauga is a city Pying along the north shore of Lake Ontario 
just west of Toronto, Canada. 9n route to- Toronto fro= Locdon, Ontario, the 
:train pulled by three loconotives- consisted' of -1% freisht' CBrs, fhi'rwhnTfie'7 
of T&&& fsp@ carryizx 2an.nero'iLs chezicals--butane, propzle,, . ct:n-zne, propylene 
cnustic soda, and tolueqe. There ras also one tank car containin% ninety 
.tons of chlorine. 

a tanker carrying...ehe 5ighly f lamable, 'solvent 
indicate that as the .train enterec? Il~ssissau~a the -nkei- zssenbly of the tznker 
was ~lo1.7inv red. 
within the' Joprnal box had seized up':; :..This, in turn;' caused the wheels to 
seize up, ge-erating 2 yeat deal of 'kat.., 
a set of wheels at the Burnhaqthorpe 3oad crossins. 
a half dobm the track, the tank car derailed at the Xavis !load crossings 
causing the next twenty-three cars or so to. also 2erail. 
cars carried insulation;. all the rest were :loaded with danzerous cheixicals. 
The 'fire vhich ensued at the time of ,-the derailment 'ignited the toluene, 
resultinz in a massive anc! noisy grplosion that could be seen and heard for 
miles eround. 

,. 

. ,_. . ,  -. . 
. .  

The accident ,??as ..attribut.ed to :.&b' 0uerheeted:journal box on the 33rd car, 
EoXuene. ... Eyewitness reports 

3ue-to 2 lack of proper lubricatiox; the friction bearing 

The heat fesulted in the loss of 
Approximately a mile and 

Two of the derailed 

.I. , 
.. . .  

.a,: 

. ., ..' .- - 

About fifteen nintrfes after the deraihent and initial explo,sion, there 
vas another explosion w5ich sent a prouane tank'car flying nearly half a mile 
through the air. 
exploded. About this title, the trzin crew nanaged to nove the uninvolved, 
anterior part of the train three or four miles down the track out of danFer. 
Eovever, it vas also determined that the chlorine taker was one of the de- 
railed cars, and that chlorine m s  leaiciq; from it, thoush some gas was 
initialpi sucked up by the therm1 colsmn creeted by the fire. 

Ten ninutes later, another one..of the eleven propane cars 

The 3avis Road ZrP-a is 2 mixed, light industrial/residential area. Geo- 
graphically, it is the apFrosinate center of "iississauga, though not a typical 
downtown business :fistrict. Two cheaical plants; a Bell Telephone of Canada 
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switchinn facility' a nursery greenhouse, a large truck repair zarap.e:, and 
a garage that houses city aaintenance vehicles are all located within the 
zeneral area of the derailment. 

The response to the incident laster! fron a3proxirnately 11:53 P.!!.,. 
Saturcky, ?!oaenber 16 to the afternoon of Friday, Ilovember 16. aespite the 
actual derailment, the nassive explosions, and the ernission of toxic gases, 
thece  as not a single fatality. 
a dozen) .did occur as a direct consequence of the incident. Less than a dozen 
fire and police officers, or other e~er33-icy responc'.ers were treated for fume 
inhalation, with only one SeinS hospitaiize?. 

Only a fev injuries (numbered at less than 

Eowever, the incident led to a nassive evacuation. Arproximately 217,000 
residents, three hospitals and several nursinz homes were evacuated. As such, 
there was t!ie displacement of seventy five percent of the poprdlation and 
disruTtion cE the entire city and R U C ~  of the surrounding area €or the better 
part of a veer. It can even 5e said that the whole of the Province of Ontario 
vas affected by the :iississaupi incident, as nuch social disruption resulted 
in the rezion surrounding the cornunity due to the necessary absorption of the 
thousands of evacuees. 

The large-scale evacuation resulted in enozxous costs. The absorption of 
evacuees by surroundins cornunities required tine, effort 8nd financing for 
the sunTly of fooc! and shelter. Li&?itionally, all Susiness establishments, 
schools, hosnitals, nursiilq hones, etc, in ::ississauya were closed from Sunday, 
??overher 11 throuEt! Saturday, "overher 17, resultizg in a loss of incone to 
indivichzls and a loss of productivity to ezployers. 

There were also indirect consequences of the incident. There vas, for 
exmple, the loss of far.Ffy ?ets a26 the Canaye done to homes by pets in the 
absence of their owners. At a nore imiaterizl level, there vas the psycho- 
loyical cost of havins routines aljrllptly interrqted although serious lnantal 
health effects can not be seriously attributed to the incident, some evacuees 
acd others affected probably hed their sense of security shaken. 

Physiczl damaces caused directly by the derailment, fires, and toxic 
releases are ninimal compared to the general social disruption. The greatest 
p3ysical dznaze vas done to the railroad track, roadbed, and twenty-four or so 
railroad cilrs. Other significant physical losses include: the melting of a 
:reenhouse roof- the total loss of a rocf and fire damage to the parking 
yaraye for city vehicles: severs1 burned city vehicles" and slipht dzIi;age to a 
fev houses due to heat generated from the fires. 

The environnental or ecological iEpact of the incident appears to have 
been alnost nonexistent. The clou2s of cases released into the area were 
probably blown south over Lake Or,tarFo vhcre they dissipated safely. The 
railroad roadbed was contaninate? 3y substznces such as caustic soda and 
hydrochloric acid, but the soii 178s later replaced with new soil. 
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Cornunity Characteristics 

Ilississauzz is the hone for s0p.e 22 residents. The 
population is thinly scattered over an area of approximately 111 square miles 
of relatively flat terrain. It is an ethnically nixed and diverse population 
v7itii aany recent irmi,crants. 
upper-middle incone ranzes, and are on the averaze, relatively young (only 16 
percent of the population is over $5 years of aze). 

The residents nainly fall into the middle and 

The city'o 

Althoggh Zlississau5a is a city in the.lepl sense, it lacks any definable 
central core which is usually characteristic of a city. 
zeble city center can probably be attribute; to the way the city came into 
bein?. In 1969, the Tomship of Toronto became the  TOT-,^" of IIissis.sauca. 
Six gears later, on January 1, 1374, the "City': of Xississauza was forned 
through the incorooration of the Tokm of ilississauga, with the three sinall. 
surroun2inz coimunities of Port Credit, and Streetsville and part of the town 
of Oakville. As a result of this reorcanization of several distinct entities 
into a sinzle city, IIississauSa has no iclentifiable nucleas. 
corridor.along the northern-.shore of Lake Ontario, it is bordered on the north, 
east m d  vest by urban cow-unities with respective populations of about, 
15q!,Q?Jr3: 2,290,09.?; and 540,001)~j .. . . 

This lack of a recogni- 

Part of an urban 

. .  . , .  
. . .  

IXssissauGa contains the. larcest sho3pinp center tn Canada, Square One, 
as well as private Zlones.,qong the nost.expensive in the country. 
hiphways are the busiest in the nation, in part because nearly 5Q9000 residents 
comute to work nainly in Toronto, and another 30,000 people daily come into 
the comunity to. ijork.. The resident-s depend heavily on their o1.m motor cars 
with mass, rapid transit carrying less than twenty. percent of the population at 

Its 

. ,  . .  rush hour. . .  . .. ... . 

. .  . . .  

The 'city ',has.its own school syste2, hospital, public works and fire 
departments. 
who.have a deTartnenta1 boat. 
governmental structure. 
of the nine. councillors is elected fron a particular ward. 

The traterfront is Fatrolled bp a marine division of the police 
3ississauge has a mayor--city council type of 

The mayor is elected 3y the vcters at large, but each 

Goverrmentally, the city of Xssissauga is part of the Peel Zegion. On 
the same day the city was created, the county containink, was recionalized. 
Peel 2egion is composed of the three municipalities of IIississauga, and two 
adjacent comunities. At the tine of regionalization, the Peel Regior! occupied 
484 square,niles and had an approximate population of 330,000. ,A nore recent 
(1979), ppxlation est&iate for .the 2egion is 437,000 yith a population density 

. ! . .. 
. .  

, .  
, .  of 623 nersons per. sqqarie , .. .. nile. . .. . , 

.. . . -.*i . .  . .  . .. . . .. 

The P e d  P-egion is largely 'urban' vith a stronz industrial-. base. Several 

There are limited port 
oil refineries, numerous chemical factories, an airplane plant, and an 
international airport can be found within the YeZion. 
facilities, but extensive railvay lines run throughout the area. 

The rezional governnent consists of a Regional Chairman and a Regional 
Cocncil. The Chairnan and five of the Councillors are elected with the three 
remaining Councillors bein? appointees fron the elected meribers of the city 
councils involved. The refional governnent is responsible for property 



assessrrent, arterial roads, health and welfare services, regional financial 
planKing, enercency neasures, conservation efforts, water supply and treatment, 
garbage ?isposal, and police duties. Other services, includinz firefighting 
and engineering services, are _ _  provided by the municipalities. 

Disaster Prenaredness 

Various agencies and organizations vizhin the Peel Eegiolz have their own 
disaster plans--plans which range fron the very specific and ctetailed to the 
very zeneral. Overall, disaster preparehess in the form of fomal mitten 
plans is conprehensive but general in nature for the region. One plan, the Peel 
Police Disaster Plan, is particularly noteworthy. The Peel Xepional Police 
force provides the police services for Xississauga. 
that vas put to the East use during the incident in question, but this police 
force is the core of disaster planning for the region. 
plan was fomulated in 1374 by police planners in conjunction with other 
enercency relevant organizations: 
the ambulance services and the region's hospital adninistrators. 

:Jot only is this the plan 

The Peel Police Disaster 

the city management and departnent heads, 

The plan calls for a specific notification procechre: the establishment 
of an on-site comand post (Temporary lieadquarters); an5 a designated senior 
officer as on-scene comander. Also, sreat enphasis is put on comunications 
and zass media relations. The plan provides for the maintenance of contact 
between personnel oFeratizZ at the scene and the TeoTorary Headquarters, and 
personnel at the comunicztfons bureau of police headquarters. The plan also 
addresses media relations, nalcing explicit provisions for the accomodation of 
nedia personnel. The plan calls for the establishnent of a press infornation 
center and a senior officer as mass nedia relations officer. 
contains provisions for crovrd control and evacuation, and specifies the duties 
of various officers who miGIit respond to a major emergency. 
are addressed in an appendix to the plan entitled "dangerous sases." 

The plan also 

Iiazardous materials 

It is require6 that officers kno~.r the preser,t plan before they can pass 
examinations for more advanced positiocs in the force. 
updated and revised. 
occurrence of the Irississauza incident. 

The plan is regularly 
In fact, the plan has been further revised since the 

"She nlan has been tested both in actuality and simulations. In June, 1976, 
the Peel police responded to a plane crash at the Toronto International Airport. 
Two people died and one hundred passengers and five crew mm-bers were injured 
as a result of the crash. 
plan for najor emergencies and gave the police experience in settin8 up an outer 
and inner ~erimeter, using their Eobile control trailer, and in dealinz with 
nass nedia personnel. On October 2, 197E, an arsonist started a fire at a 
large fuel oil storage area in Yississauga. Again, the police responded. The 
plan's provisions for evacuation were ?.ilt to t5e test as approximately 1500 
persons were evacuated. 
structure and functioning of other merzency oqanizations in the area. 

This disaster led to the implementation of the Peel 

It also fisve the police sone familiarity with the 

The plan has also been tested by way of simulation. One simulation 
involved a cooperative effort with the Xoyal Canadian :loanted Police, the 
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Ontario Provincial Police, the ?:etro Police of Toronto and Xetro Ambulance at 
the Toronto International Airport. 
incident, which included a relocation action. 

The other sinulation involved a hostage 

Three najor points can serve to suniarize the state of disaster pre- 
paredness in the fIississauqa arca. First, the Peel Police Disaster Plan is 
general but comprehensive. The “paper plan is in existence, but Fore 
importantly, relevant Fersonnel are knowledFeable of it. This knowledge 
extends beyond the police departnent to other enercency relevant organizations 
who seem to be vel1 aware of the plan. 
orpnizations seem to be quite aware of what other organizations are supposed 
to do in Rimes of $isaster. 

In addition, emergency relevant 

Secondly, disaster preparedness is yreatly enhanced by the existence of 
The linkaces are partially the result of the interorranizational 1iEzkaees. 

interaction that took place between organizations during previous disaster 
exreriences and simulations. This prior contact has helped the ?eel police to 
extablish ties with other emerrerrcy relevant organizations social bonds which 
vi11 facilitate coordination durinp disaster. Xoreover, these prior experi- 
ences revealed to enerzency planners the need to develop expertise in decision- 
making abilities in order to improvise solutions to problens encountered which 
are not covered in planniq- manuals. 

Lastly, preparedness is sreatly enhanced by the Senerally positive 
attitude towards plenninc by anergency relevant officials. 
comwnity officials show a Great desire to maintain a high level of prepared- 
ness for emergency situatiocs. The ccnxmity’s proxinity to the Toronto 
International Airport has been noted as 8 nost visible objective threat to the 
area and has served as a prinary inFetus to the development of community- 
wide disaster planning. 

In peneral, 

Resources 

There are extensive disaster-relevant resources available to the 
FXssissauCa area. 
copsunity ones. 
since they are central to the disaster planning in the area, and were the nost 
crucial in the train derailment event. 

There are not only rwicipal resources, but various extra- 
Our description vi11 primarily touch on the police resources 

. On. January 1, 1074 vhen Peel County became Peel Region, the Peel Re*ional 
Dolice T’orce also cane into existence. Five separate.police forces--those 
fro= Crampton, Chingacougy, Xississauga, Port Credit and Streetsville--were 
combined -.to forn the ?eel Re~ional. Police. Before the analgamation, the 
policinr, of rural areas not vithin the jurisdiction of the five separate 
police forces vas provided by Ontario Provincial Police (DPP) at no cost to 
the nunicipalities. Bowever Peel ?.eEional Police not? have jurisdiction , 

throughout the reZion. They repor? to a locally appoir?ted police commission 
and, ultinately, are responsible to the ?rovincial Solicitor General’s office. 

decision by the province that certain Zovernnent duties 
in larger rezions. Indeed, the &?alganation resulted in the consolidation 
of separate resources for nore effective use. 

. .  

The combining of the strengths of the separate forces was the result.of a 
would best be handled 

Prior to regiona1ization;the 
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separate police forces ranged in size from 232 men at2ississauga to 10 men 
at Streetsville. 
of police, one located in each of E!ississauga, Brampton, and Streetsville, 
and there is approximately one officer per every 800 residents, or about 
6,000 officers. 
civilian workers. 

As a result of the consolidation, 'there are three detachents 

These sworn police officers are assisted by about 125 

The creation of the Peel Regional Police Force did not just consolidate 
police personnel; it also brought together officers with varied experience 
in disaster operations. 
to a major,fire resulting from a gas leak. 
vehicles were destroyed as well as twelve homes. Nineteen other homes were 
damzed, and people were burned and one person t7as killed. 
necessitated the evacuation of residents in the vicinity of the fire. Ehny 
of the same officers who were involved in this earlier disaster in 1969 
were also involved in the train derailnent incident, and the experience they 
brought with then was invaluable. 

For example, the police in Mississauga had responded 
In this incident, fifty-four 

This energency 

In addition to its experienced human resourcesg the regional police 
force is also very advanced in regards to specialized equipment. 
disaster operations are facilitated by cars with public address systems; 
disaster kits equipped for major emergencies: portable radios for every officer 
on dutys and among other equipment, a 36 foot self-contained &tobile Conmand 
Trailer. The force also has about 175 vehicles of different kinds. 

The force's 

Other notable changes that have occurred since regionalization include the 
adoption of the detailed emergency plan described earlier; an overall increase 
in emergency training for officers; and a general increase in professionalizatio 
alization, with all officers attending the provincial police college. 
increased emergency training nay be partially due to the demise of the 
Emergency Xeasures Office @!!lo) at the provincial level (roughly equivalent 
to state civil defense in the United States). There is no longer an ET10 
budget or any EM0 equipment, and as such nost of the duties of the defunct 
organization have been taken up by other organizations such as the Peel 
Regional Police Force. 
probably due, in part, to the efforts of the current police chief. He places 
zreat value on educated and articulate officers, and is thus very selective 
and encourages his officers to advance their studies. 
of the police force had acquired diplomas or university degrees either before 
or after being hired with much of the costs being borne by the department. 
The police chief himself has had university training in psychology and 
administration. 
police expenditures had nearly tripled. 
not only to the increase in emergency neasures training of officers and the 
increase in eclergency measures training of officers and the increase in over- 
all professionalism, but also to the inclusion of rural areas within the 
police jurisdiction which were previously patrolled by the Ontario Provincial 
Police (OPP) . 

The 

The increased level of professionalism is also 

By 1979, over half 

The 

As might be expected, within two years after regionalization 
The increase in expenditures is due 

Even though Peel Eegional Police is the force nainly responsible for the 
policing of Xississaup, other police forces are at the city's disposal. 
During emergencies, the Xoyal Canadian 3ounted Police (RC2-P) and OPP readily 
render assissance. 
There are also two other police forces to which Xississauga has access. 
i,zississauga lies between the police jurisdictinns of Metro Toronto and Halton 
Xegional, and thus Peel Zegional Police has regular interactions with those 
two factors 

RCXP is the federal forceg and OPP is the provincial. 



The regidn'dization of the Peel area also led to consolidation of fire 
departments. Currently, there are separate departments- in Hississauga, and two 
other communities within the region. 
but these three municipalities are chiefly responsible for their own fire 
protection. 
have been strengthened. 
provides for one department backing up another department at tines of great 
emergency. 
railment had nine fire stations and a total staff of 288 fire fighters. 

There is a regional fire coordinator, 

Xokrever, old mutual aid agreements are still in existence and 
There is an Znergency Fire Services Plan which 

The Hississauga fire department at the time of the train de- 

In addition to police and fire forces, there were other disaster relevant 
resources available to Xississauga. Hany of these were primarily extra- 
community. 
ambulance services and the many hospitals in that section of Canada. 
the cornunity there were the emergency relevant resources of the local !led 
Cross and the lfississauga Transit Authority. In fact, one estimate is that 
over one hundred organiaations and agencies were involved in the organized re- 
sponse to the train derailment, although not that many had been involved in 
prior disaster planning. 

Examples would be the Metropolitan Toronto and the provincial 
Vithin 

Organized Response to the Disaster 

Canadian Pacific Railway (CPX) train 1\54 was derailed in 1Zississauga at the 
Earvis Road Crossing at about 11~53 p.mrt on Saturday, Xoveuber 10, 1979. Peel 
Regional Police patrol officers on duty in the area and firefig3ters at the 
Fississauga Fire Department headquarters noticed the flames lighting the sky 
from the fire which ensued. At 
11:54 porn., a Peel police radio car reported a large explosion and fire at the 
Ihrvis Road Crossing, to the communications room at the police headquarters. 
The police officers quickJy on the scene within a minute or two, attempted to 
impose some roadblocks around the site. Closing off the few cross roads provec 
easy, but spectators immediately flocked to the scene and either ignored the 
partial police perimeter or came in across open fields. The nine fire stations 
in Mississauga were notified by the district fire chief, and the first units 
arrived at the site at around 11:56 p.n. Within half an hour, 110 firefightec 
were on the scene along with eight pumpers, three ladder trucks and two rescue 
vehicles. Several deluge gun nozzles were positioned approximately fifty feet 
from the blazing wreckage. 

They immediately proceeeded to investigate. 

At 12:09 a.m.$ or shortly after midnight on Sunday, November 11, a propane 

Approximately ten minutes later, a 
tank car exploded causing considerable blast damage and hurling debris nearly 
half a mile in a southeasternly direction. 
third B L m  ("Boiling Liquid Evaporating Vapor Explosion") occurred as a 
second propane tanker exploded, 
problem of the police, as almost all of the gathering spectators who had con- 
verged on the disaster site, left. 

The explosions did lessen the crowd control 

The CPR dispatcher's offices in London and Agincourt were notified through 
the train's radio system at.the tine of the derailentn, and the CPR emergency 
plan was Mediately activated, 
eaahnical experts and the start of the movement of technicians to the accident 
site, Also included in CPR procedures for chemical emergencies is the 

This involved the notification of CPR'.s 
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notification of local hospitals, police and fire ‘departments, ahe Environmental 
Protection Services of Environment Canada, Transportation Emergency Assistance 
Plan (TEAP), and the Canadian representative of the Bureau of Explosives of the 
Association of American Railways. 

Once sufficient personnel from the Peel Regional Police Force and the 
Mississauga Fire Department had arrived at the site, a more systematic security 
system was established to restrict entry of traffic to the site, and the train 
manifest was obtained from the caboose. 
to discern, the fire chief requested another copy from the CPR dispatcher in 
Toronto. 
and asked the radio-mom sergeant to officially implement the police disaster 
plan. 
and technical experts. 
had offered assistance to the Peel Regional Plice Force. 
request was made for the Mobile Command Trailer (MCT), and at 12:19 a.m., the 
police chief was notified and asked to come to the site. 

Because the manifest was difficult 

At this time, a Peel police duty-inspector called police headquarters 

This involved notifying the appropriate emergency relevant agencies 
By 12:08 a.m., Metropolitan Toronto Police and OPP 

At 12:12 a.m., a 

While it was fairly clear that the train had been carrying dangerous 
chemicals, it was not certain which chemicals were in the derailed cars. As 
it eventually was discovered, there were twenty four derailed carsg twenty two 
of them tank cars, and two boxcars which carried insulation. 
tank cars contained propane, four caustic soda, three styrene, three toluene, 
and one chlorine--all dangerous chemicals. 
tons of chlorine was severely damaged and leaking. 
initially told that the chlorine tank car was - not one of the derailed cars. 
However, when the police on the basis of a visual car-by-car check could not 
find it in the remainder of the train, they correctly deduced that it had to 
be among the wrecked and derailed tank cars. After a while, a crew member 
from the train was able to manually close the brake-hose on the 32nd car, en- 
abling the train engineer to move the front portion of the train to a safe 
distance away from the fire. 

Eleven of the 

The tank car carrying the ninety 
But the police were 

By 12:35 a.m., two local ambulance services had dispatched eight ambulances 
and three emergency support units to the site. 
later, the Bed Cross, Salvation Army, and a locally based relief agency offered 
their assistance. 
had established their mobile command post approximately a quarter of a mile 
south of the site in order to coordinate ambulance services. 
Police Force established their command post in the same area. 
1:lO a.m., the police chief and deputy chief arrived on the scene and assumed 
authority for overall coordination. 

By 1:OO a.m., the Mississauga Fire Department had established two command 

The strategy adopted by the firefighters was to cool the 

Approximately five minutes 

By 1:OO a.m., officials from the two ambulance services 

The Peel Regional 
At approximately 

posts and positioned three masterlines pumping water from hydrants on both 
sides of the train. 
cars (not to extinguish the flames) and allow a “controlled burning” of the 
escaping gases so as to avaid possible explosions. 
damaged by fragments from an exploding tank car, thus cutting current to the 
area. 
longer be utilized as there was no electricity to activate the fuel punps. 
Fire departments from the neighboring cornunities of Brampton and Etobicoke 
maintained the disrupted supply until the electricity lines in Mississauga 

Electricity lines had been 

The Mississauga Municipal Service’s fuel supply therefore could no 
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re-established . Braapton- and itobicoke also augmented the Mississauga were 
Fire Department * s resources with additional equipme& (and manpower. 

. r .  
L 

At 1:34 a.m., the mayor of Xississauga was briefed by the Peel police via 
telephone. At approximately 1:47 a.m., the Peel police chief ordered 
an initial evacuation of an area of at least a 2,500 feet radius around the 
derailed cars. The decision was baFed less on expertise advice than on the 
fact there had been explosions, and others could obviously fol1ow. There was 
also the great uncertainty about a chlorine tank car with its deadly cargo of 
gas, which might or might not be in the wreckage of the derailed cars, In ' 

orler to notify the approximately 3,500 residents within the neighborhood to 
be evacuated, police officers' using quickly prepared maps of the different 
blocks, honked on doors and'used loudspeakers. In this evacuation, almost 
all residents appeared to have left the designated area. 

Between 4:$5 a.m., and 7:29 a.n., the polcie chief gave a series of 
evacuation orders, partly on the basis of observations on the scene, and partly 
as the result of information obtained from meteorologists and environmental'' I ._ 
experts on wind and other weather conditions. 
evacuation of about 12,000 residents mostly living immediately south and west , 

of the derailment site, in areas of approximately one and a half square miles. 
The Peel Police Force requested the assistance of the Netro Toronto Police 
Department to help carry out these evacuation orders. 
Communication Center identified and secured evacuation shelters and requested 
assistance from the local Red Cross chapter and Salvation Army branch in 
staffing the shelters. A' covered shopping mall loaated approximately a mile 
and half northeast of the site xas selected as the initial reception centef. 

These orders called for the 

The Peel Police Force 

. 

These evacuations were systematically carried out, Police officers care- 
.fully went through assigned blocks, stopped at every door, and marked with' 
chalk every house in which residents had been told to leave. 
calls were reinforced by messages over public address systems on police cars 
moving up and down afkcted streets. 
using their own transportation, some public transit buses were utilized to 
take others to the iaitial reception center. 
crowded, additional reception centers were opened and "stand-by" chapters of 
the Red Cross were acthated so that a chapter was available to man each 
opened center. 
reception centers. 
or friends. A great number, one survey suggests eighty four percent, left as 
household units--at least the household members were together when the 
evacuation started. 

The personal , 

ffiile the vast majority of evacuees left 

As this reception center became 
' 

However, only a small proportion of evacuees ever used the 
The great majority of residents who left went to relatives 

Special poxice patrols were mobilized to secure and protect evacuated 
neighborhoods from. possible resultant criminal activity. 
were established at the newly created boundaries of the evacuated zones in 
order to prevent residents from returning to the hazardous area. 

Police roadblocks 

At 2:15 a.m., the Provincial Aubulence Coordinating Center dispatched a 
general.request for all available ambulances in the area to come to the af- 
fected location. Within six hours, 139 ambulances and 300 ambulance workers 
had arrived in the area. 
(77 and 165 miles, respectively). Twenty-sewn other emergency and public 

Some came from as far as Hiagara Falls and Kingston 

. .. 
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transportation vehicles were also supplied by neighboring communities. 
request from the Peel police, the ambulance workers assisted in notifying 
residents in the designated evacuation areas and transporting incapacitated 
persons. 

Upon 

m e n  the involvement of the chlorine tanker in the derailment was con- 
firmed by CPR crewmen and communicated to TEAP experts, the latter notiffed 
CHLOREP experts from the Chlorine Institute in the area. At this time, five 
tankers were burning some distance from the chlorine tank car. The wind was 
blowing in a northwesternly direction towards a residential area located about 
530 feet from the site. At 2:15 a.m., a representative from the Xinistry of 
the Environment arrived at the police coimand post. 
later, CIfLOREP teams arrived wfth equipment provided by Canadian Industries 
Ltd. (CIL) in Quelph and Markham. The CHLOPSP t e a s  were replaced by a 
chemical response team from Dow Chemical Company (DOW) in Sarnia at approxi- 
mately 7:OO a.m. DOW had also been notified by T W .  The chemical response 
experts from DOIT, TEAP, and CPR decided that it was not feasible to attempt 
to repair the ruptured chlorine tanker until the propane fires had burned 
themselves out. Therefore, they renained at the police command post to dis- 
cuss strategies for eventually sealing the tanker and to make arrangements 
for obtaining the necessary equipment. 
the Emergency Response Information Center of Transport Canada, for technical 
assistance as well as for help in locating equipment. 
Peel polfce contacted the Atmospheric Environment Services ( B S )  of Environ- 
ment Canada to arrange for continuoas meteorological reports. 

Approximately five minutes 

At 3:40 a.m., TEAP contacted CANUTEC, 

Shortly after 3:30 a.m., 

At 4:30 a.m., the wind direction changed, making it necessary for Peel 
police to move the location of their mobile command post. The on-site fire 
headquarters, the Peel Police llobile Conmand Trailer (MCT) and the ambulance 
were also re-located. The site of re-location was on the north side of the 
tracks, about one-half mile from the derailment site next to the Bell Canada 
Center. At about 6:30 a.m., when the OPP command headquarters trailer was 
activated, it joined the other mobile units at the Bell Canada Center. The 
multiple command post at this location subsequently expanded into the Bell 
Telephone Communications building itself, resulting in a considerable increase 
in comuunications hardware resources. 

Shortly before 5:OO a.m., officials from the Ontario Ministry of the 
Environment started contacting other provincial officials, including the 
Solicitor-General. 
Peel Eegional Council, regional councillors, municipal councillors, and the 
Pfississauga city engineers. At approximately 6:OO a.m., OPP contacted the 
office of Emergency Planning Canada in Toronto in an effort to locate technical 
personnel with expertise in handling PCB. It was thought at that time that 
a PCB tank car was involved in the accident. It was later learned that the 
computer print-out of the manifest inforriation was misinterpreted by police 
officers at the site, and that PCE was not present in the shipment. 

At the same time, Peel police notified the chairman of the 

At 7:30 a.m., the first four members (the chairman of Peel Regional 
Council, the mayor of Mississauga, the Peel police chief, and the Mississauga 
fire chief) of the Emergency Operations Control Group (EOCG) met to discuss 
evacuation and neutralization strategies. At this time, a decision was made 
to extend the evacuated area, and subsequently the administrator of Mississauga 
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General Hospital was advised to prepare to evacuate the hospital. 

By 7:30 a.m., the IIetra Toroneo's lobile Command Unit was stationed next 
to the nearby Peel division-police station, and'tletro police oSficers began 
implementing their emergency planning guide. 
integration of police, fire, engineering, medical and welfare disaster plans. 
Eetro Police support throughout the next six days involved an average of 277 
policeuen per day,. thirty five to forty patrol cars and twenty one nobile 
sound vehicles. 

The guide provides for the 

Shortly after 8:30 a.m., the Peel police chief, in consultation with other 
members of EOCG, issued still another evacuation order. This time, the evacu- 
ation was to include Elississauga General Hospital and two nursing homes located 
in the city. A Peel police mobile command unit was dispatched to the ambulance 
service command post to coordinate and communicate with the numerous ambulances 
involved in the hospital evacuation. 
and 539 parienrs in the nursing homes. A total of 262 ambulatory patients were 
first discharged, and the remaining patients were transferred to Toronto 
General Hospital and to other medical facilities and nursing hones. The 
evacuation operation was initiated at 1O:OO a.m., and was coordinated by the 
Peel regional police officer in charge of patient evacuation, and regional 
ambulance coordinator, and officials from the Institutional Division of the 
Ministry of Health. 
to contact host hospitals, and the Ambulance Services Disaster Plan was im- 
plemented. 
Medical Association arranged for specialists and medical volunteers,to be on 
stand-by. At 11:lO a.m., an additional 29,000 people were asked to leave an 
area of about three square miles. 

There were 450 patients in the Hospital 

Tfie ambulance service communications systeq was utilized 

Eospital disaster plans were implemented as well, and the-0ntario 

At 3:40 a.m., EOCG members and hospital officials also decided to evacuate 
the 280 patients in Queensway General Bospital, 
to noticeable chlorine fumes in the area. 
patients were discharged, and by 6:15 p.m., the others had been transferred to 
surrounding hospitals via ambulances and public transit buses. Shortly there- 
after, 322 patients from three additional nursing homes in the area were 

This decision was made due 
A total of eight eight of the 

evacuatqd. . I .  

The Solicitor-General, the chief law off ice5 for the province , arrived at 

At 9:40 a.m., members of EOCG decided to extend 
the site at about 9:30 a.m., and was briefed by'the other menbers of EOCG on 
the status of the situation. 
the evacuation area an additional block further to the east. 
evacuation area was further increased to the south approximately two miles, to 
the shores of Lake Ontario. 

At 1:lO p.m., the 

The first mobile air analysis unit of IlOE (a vehicle equipped with mass 
specfometry and other sampling and analysis devices) arrived at Command Post 
No. 1 at 1O:OO a.m., and was immediately sent out to test for hydrocarbons, 
nitrogen oxides, and sulpher dioxide in the atmosphere. Bithin an hour, 
two additional mobile air units arrived and began to analyze the atmospheric 
content for chlorine. 

Three computers provided by DOIJ were programmed to constantly correlate 
data on weather, meteorological changes, topography, population densities and 
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other variables in an effort to predict resultant damages from a range of 
chlorine release~scenarios. This infornation was continuously communicated 
to members of EOCG to assist them in evacuation planning and decision-making. 
AES supplied EOCG with low level wind and air stability forecasts at two to 
three hour intervals. 

At 12:30 a.m., the initial reception center was ordered to evacuate. 
Subsequent evacuation calls occurred at 3:40, 5:00, 5:10, 6:45, and 8:16 p.m., 
resulting in a total of thirteen difderent evacuation orders. Large areas and 
many people were involved in these evacuations. Thus, the calls around five 
o'clock involved nearly nine square miles and d o s e  to 60,000 residents. 
door-to-door personal calls of police officers, as well as the messages from 
the public address systems of police cars, were during the day being reinforced 
by the very extensive news coverage on both radio and television, both of 
which clearly portrayed a potentially very dangerous situation for the 
residents of lilfssissauga. 
asters, some individuals and families refused to leave, and remained in their 
homes. In fact, the more tine vent on and the greater the disasters from the 
derailment site, the more reluctant and unwilling residents Bere to evacuate 
their homes. 

The 

Nonetheless, as is done in almost all major dis- 

More than 600 volunteer workers provided by the federal, provincial, and 
local relief agencies and private citizens, .a$ well, assisted in the regis- 
tration, feeding and sheltering of evacuees.' Additionally, numerous citizens 
in response to radio requests opened their hones to evacuees and their pets. 
Food was provided by neighboring commercial establishments ES well as the 
general public and was collected and distributed to the shelters by volunteer 
agencies. 
service agencies, provided 1,499 sleeping bags, 823 air mattresses, 10,358 
blankets, and thrity six thermal-food containers for use in evacuation centers. 
Health and Welfare Canada assisted in the coordination of emergency health and 
welfare requirements and remained on stand-by. 
established to dispense free prescription drugs to evacuees in the centers. 
Due to concern on the part of the evacuees for pets left behind, Peel police 
officers and volunteers from the Onhario Humane Society arranged for the 
feeding of pets in the evacuated area. 

The Canadian Arned Forces, at the request of comnity and social 

Drug depots were also . 

At 7:OO ?.E., officials of the nearby community Oakville decided to 
evacuate their hospital and nursing home holding a total of 468 patients. 
Within nineteen hours, a total of three large hospitals and six nursing homeg, 
containing nearly 2,000 patients, had been evacuated without serious problems 
or complications. 

At 7:OO p.m., a number of RCMP officers reported to Peel regional police 
which had overall police responsibility for the area. The evacuation area was 
patrolled by 609 uniformed Peel police officers (approximately 200 per shift), 
reinforced by ninety five Hetro Toronto, sixty five OPP and fifty two RCMP 
officers per shffk. The total number of pol'ice officers on duty at any given 
time was about 500. Police duties througHout the event included cordoning 
off the area, notifying residents, controlling traffic, establishing and 
manning roadblocks, patrolling the area with cruisers and helicopters, ... 
assisting in the evacuation of hospitals and maintaining order at the evacu- 
ation cdnters. The police also processed some 50,000 telephone inquiries and 
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assisted volunfeers in 'caring for pets left behind during ehe evacuation. 
estimate was that around 7,000 pets had been left in evacuated residences, 
mostly cats but dags and bir&s as well. 

One 

Xadio and television coverage was given from the time of the accident with 
Many stations implemented twenty four hour coverage during the following days. 

contingency plans for increased coverage including increased staffing. 
Toronto's CBC station,swspended regualr programming 11:OO a.m., on November 11 
and for more than -twelve hours carried special news peports as well as messages 
from resident in'the area who had become separated from their fanilies. 

By the end of the day, approximately 217,000 residents had been evacuated 

The fire departments had consolidated hose lines, and the 
without accidents or casualties. 
sixty square miles. 
equipment used in controlling the fire had been reduced to six pieces since 
the fire although not the chlorine threat had been substantially reduced. 

The evacuated area covered approximately 

Congruent with expert advise, the decision to allow the propane fires to 
burn thepselves out, rather than attempt to extinguish the flames, was main- 
tained. By 1O:OO a.m., on llonday, Novernber 12, there were still three propane 
tankers burning, but the flames were under control and the tankers were located 
some distance from the chlorine tanker. A steel patch was prepared to cover 
the two square feet hole in the ruptured chlorine tank car. 
to be applied to the hole in such a manner'as to keep the chlorine under 
pressure while being transferred to other tank cars. 
rescue team worked to remove the remaining train cars which had not been de- 
railed, and clear as much debris as possible without disrupting the chlorine 
and propane tankers. 

The patch was 

Throughout the day, CPR's 

Due to extreme heat and stress, the chlorine tanker had become deformed, 
making the steel patch unsuitable for sealing the hole. Therefore, throughout 
the remainder of the day, members of EOCG met with representatives of the NOE, 
police and fire departments, and a nunber of chemical experts and technicians 
to consider alternate approaches for sealing the hole in the chlorine tanker. 

Emergency responders ran into different kinds of complication apart from 
technical problems. 
the Canadian Broadcasting Corporathn network that the evacuation of Etobicoke 
residents had been initiated. 
problems, it did increase the number of phone calls to emergency relevant 
organizations, thereby complicacing already strained lines of interorgani- 
zational communication, and addtng to the typical post disaster convergence 
pattern. Another example of non-technical'difficulties involved the utili- 
zation of man power for security reasons.. This was the result of reported 
break and entry occurrences in the evacuated area, which had only an extremely 
limited basis in fact. 
coming in to report to duty had trouble 'dlearing police lines. The 'problem of 
adequate identification for people with legizimate reasons to pass police road- 
blocks proved a problem for the duration of the emergency. 

One example was the erroneous report at 12:OO (noon) by 

!.?Idle this did not result in any serious 

AS still another example, fire department personnel 

The propane flames had burned out by 2:30.a.m. on Tuesday, Novembir 13, 
Further and the fire equipment at the site had been reduced to four pieces. 

unsuccessful attempts were made to seal the chlorine tanker. But by now 
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specialists examining the car thought but were not certain that much of the 
chlorine had disappeared during the course of the fire. 

At 11:OO a.m., the Metro Toronto Ambulance Services and municipal buses 

At 3:lO p.m., after 
began returning 154 patients to Queensway Hospital, and the Halton-Mississauga 
Ambulance Service began returning patients to Oakville. 
a meeting of the EOCG, the Solicitor-General announced the beginning of re- 
entry of evacuees to peripheral areas. 
had returned hone, and the number of evacuation centers had been reduced to 
six. 

By late evening around 145,000 evacuees 

On Wednesday morning, Movember 14, a nineteen square mile area of Missis- 
sauga remained restricted and the three main hospitals which had been evacuated 
remained closed. In the early morning, high winds slowed the operation to seal 
the chlorine leak. 
strategies were again discussed. 
warned of a possible secondary evacuation as there were reports of moderately 
high levels of chlorine in the air. 

Operations were temporarily suspended while alternative 
Citizens residing southwest of the site were 

Municipal and provincial authorities, in conjunction with CPR officials, 
made arrangements to house as many evacuees as possible in hotels. 
special registration arrangements with thirteen hotels, the Red Cross managed 
to empty all but two reception centers. 
the reception centers, but had been staying with friends and relatives. 
nearly 73,000 evacuees who were still out of their homes on Bednesday, 
increasingly became restless and pressed to get back into their neighborhoods. 
Police were forced to establish special conciliation teams to deal with 
evacuees who came to the police perimeters and insisted that they must get 
back to their homes. CPR officials amounted that they would open a claims 
office in Mississauga the following lionday to begin paying "reasonable out-of- 
pocket expenses? of evacuees. A class-action suit was being considered by a 
number of the evacuees for costs incurred, including lost income. 

Through 

Pzost evacuees of course were not in 
The 

At 12:OO noon, the Solicitor-General called a special meeting of the EOCG. 
At this meeting, the decision was made to not allow the remaining evacuees to 
return home for at least one additional night due to difficulty experienced 
in sealing the chlorine tanker. A request was also formulated at the meeting 
for the on-site presence of a senior federal officer, an outside scientific 
advisor and additional back-up crews. This request was transmitted to 
Emergency Planning Canada for immediate attention. 

By late evening, emergency response crews had successfully accomplished 
the transfer of propane from the damaged rankers to empty tank cars. 
sequently, the damaged tank cars were purged and removed from the site. 

Difficulties with the chlorine tank car persisted through Thursday, Ibv- 
Although it was possible to manually position the steel patch over 

Sub- 

ember 15. 
the hole in the tanker, the patch failed to fit tightly enough to insure proper 
pressurizatlon. 
over the aperture by a timber mat and secured by metal chains. As estimated 
through optical observations approximately twenty tons of chlorine still re- 
mained in the tanker. As a result of the cold weather conditions during the 
preceeding days, a substantial layer of ice had formed on the surface of the 

The steel patch was replaced by a neoprene air bag pressed 
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chlorine within the.tanker. 
the chlorine posed further hazards in removing the chlorine through a suction 
hose. The on-site experts were of the opinion that as the chlorine was re- 
moved from the tanker, a3 air space would form between the layers of.liquid 
chlorine and ice. 
chlorine would eventually fail to sustain the ice, causing it to abruptly fall 
upon the surface level of the liquid chlorine. In turn, this would result in 
an inversion of the positions of ice and the air space. This inversion would 
likely‘allow chlorine vapors to escape along with the air, thus posing a sub- 
stantial threat to emergency workers as well as to those citizens residing 
downwind of the site. 
line below the ice and a vacuum line above it. Chlorine vapors were drawn 
from the tanker and pumped into a’container of caustic soda to neutralize then. 
This remove1 of vapors helped to lighten the pressure on the neoprene patch. 

The additional surface pressure of the ice upon 

This air space, having a lower density than the liquid 

The problem was finally resolved by applying a liquid 

At 4:10 a,m., the removal of liquid-form chlorine vas commenced. At 0:30 
a.m., six firemen were taken to Queensway hospital after becoming overwhelmed 
by chlorine vapors. By 11:50 a.m., most of the chlorine had been pumped into 
trucks and transported to Toronto. During the process, one firefighter was 
hospitalized and seven others were treated at the on-site emergency clinic for 
inhalation of chlorine gas. 
satisfactory condition. 

All vere after examination declared to be in 

A press conference was held in the early afternoon, at which time the 
Solicitor-General announced that the remaining evacuees could not return home 
that night. 
emergency would end the following day, as the success of the operation depended 
on wind conditions. The St. John Ambulance Brigade withdrew its personnel at 
midnight. 
provided over 11,000 hours of voluntary service over a fire day period. The 
personnel had served from anbulance attendants to kitchen help to couriers. 

Be stated that there was no degree of certainty that the state of 

Using sixty one Eobile units and 470 members, the organization had 

Most of the caustic soda and toluene had leaked onto and contaminated the 
soil in a large area surrounding the derailment site. 
caustic soda which remained in the tank cars were drained by emergency crews 
dueing the early morning hours on Friday, Xovember 16. 
in process, there was another delay in allowing the remaining evacuees to ret 
return to their homes. At 3:OO p.n,, ‘an announcement was made that nose of I 

the remaining evacuees would be allowed-to return home; however, six re- 
maining tons of chlorine in the tanker necessitated the delay in allowing re- 
entry to those residing closest to the site. At 7:20 Pam., the Solicitor- ’ 

General announced that since most of the chlorine having been safely neutral- 
ized, all remaining evacueest could return to their hones, At 7:45 p.m., all 
roadblocks on traffic arteries lqa4ing to’and from EIissis’sauga were removed, 
and the city was re-opened. 
striction. By late e ry was coapleted and the renaining reception 
center was closed. ‘ B 
withdraw from the CP 

The fourte-n tons of 

While the transfer was - ‘  

Only the derailment site remained under re- 

tro Police, OPP and RCTP personnel began to 

m., Saturdai, November 17 the IIetro police communications post 
was closed. The r f .the. remaining evacuated nursing home residents was 

he Salvation Army after providing over 20,000 meals initiated by 7:OO 
teminated their emerge;cy feeding services with the serving of a noon meal, 
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and tDok away their seven mobile units. 
ambulance crews began transporting patients back to Mississauga Hospital; the 
movement was completed by 5:SO p.m. 
were terninated'during the day, and the 300 volunteers were discharged of their 
duties. 
centerssand had served about 36,000 meals to evacuees and the same number to 
emergency organization personnel. 
car was finally empty; purging of the tanker began at 7:lO a.m. the final 
ambulance on stand-by at the disaster site was released from duty at 7:30 a.m. 
the next day. 
provided 159 ambulances with a staff of 651 persons during the eimrgency. 

At 8:OO a.m., on Sunday, November 18, 

Red Cross emergency support operations 

In all, the Bed Cross had registered 9,500 evacuees at the reception 

At 4:30 a.m. on Monday the chlorine tank 

A total of twenty five southern Ontario ambulance services had 

All fire equipment was removed from the site by 10:30 a.m. Vednesday, Nov- 
ember 21. 
the Eiississauga Fire Department. 
only the containment of fire, but also chlorine gas containment, floodlight 
maintenance during the nine precedhg nights, application of foam and sand upon 
various chemical pools and spills, neutralization of the chlorine and removal 
of other caustic substances, and the provision of fire-related advice to other 
emergency responders. 

This signalled the end of a 250 and a half hour fire call duty for 
Activities of the firefighters included not 

The preceding pages suggest but could not detail all the organizations and 
agencies, public and private, local and extra-comunity, which were involved 
in the organized response to the train derailment at one crossing in Xissis- 
sauga. Very many groups took part in bringing about one of the quickest and 
largest mass evacuations in history from a relatively spatially small en- 
dangered locality. This evacuation occurred in a major metropolitan area, 
with all the advantages and disadvantages that provided. 
disaster at Nississauga stands in sharp contrast to the emergency at Baer, as 
described in our first case study. 

Along some lines, the 

Evaluation of Response 

both in absolute and relative terms, the Pfississauga train derailaeut 
was handled very successfully. Disaster plans were generally implemented, 
necessary emergency resources were mobilized, a massive number of threatened 
people were removed from danger, destruction and damage was kept to a minimum, 
and a major metropolitan area was spared from undergoing what at the start of 
the crisis seemed to have the potential for being one of the world's most no- 
table catastrophes. Compared to others disasters, furthermore, the organized 
response seemed to be rather effective and efficient. 

What accounted for this? With an accident such as the train derailment 
(which was followed by fires, explosions and toxic releases) it would have been 
impossible to have a successful response without the utilization of the skills 
and materials of many. 
ficials and agencies, as well as segments of the private sector, came together 
in the response. 
personnel and resources was a major contributory factor in the successful re- 
sponse. 

Numerous local, regional, provincial and federal of- 

At one level, therefore, the availability of the necessary 

But in turn, this availability and especially the integration of disparate 
elements, depended on still other factors. Among the most important of these 
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was the prior disaster planning'in the area, 2nd especially the prior thought 
and effort given by the Peel Re.don 301ic2 Force to disasters and mass emer- 
gencies. 
the police responses. 
supposed to be a general "guide' 
actions at times of connunity emergencies. 
ganizational channels 2nd interorganizational linkases which ourrht to be f 01- 
lowed. This facilitated the procurenent of necessary resources. Furthernore, 
the exTerinenta1 knowledge and training of the police allowed them to impro- 
vise as chanzing situations warrante2. Previous disaster experiences suqgested 
ways of doing things in the energency, and facilitated the developnent of CO- 
ordimtion among the organizations involved. 
planning in Xssissauga functioned in just the appropriate ways as disaster 
researchers have szid planninE could when energencies arise. 

This planning and the written plan was very helpful, servinc: t o p i d e  
The ?Ian was not followed exactly, but it was alvays 

to behavior rather than a blueprint for fixed 
The plan senerally indicated or- 

In many ways, the prior disaster 

Situational contingencies in the disaster also helped the success of the 
Tne timing and location of the train deraihent helped. orpnizeci resnonses. 

It occurred just before nidnic;ht on the first day of a lono, weekend. 
facilitated a timely public response since nost families were together in 
their homes at the time of tfie incfdent. Also, traffic conditions durino, the 
tine were conducive to quick mobilization and novenent of the involved popula- 
tion %roup. 
of the operation. 
area which has sufficient aGcess roads, fire hydrants, and a Bell Telephone 
Exchange 500 yards away. 
event were noderate and ?enexally favorable. 

This 

Similarly, the location of the incident contributed to the success 
The accident site vas at a relatively unpopulated industrial 

Lastly, the 17ind and weather conZitions during the 

-. uovever, desuite the overall success of the disaster operations, a number 
of difficulties surfaced, wit?-. sone of then prevailing almost for the duration 
of the orgsnized response. 
well as in orcanizational aspects. Amonn the former type of problems were the 

There were problem in the technological area, as 

f ollo%?ing. 

The initial identifieatLon of the exact nature of the chemical threat was 
beset by a number of difficulties. Zirst, responders ha4 problems interpreting 
the train's manifest due to its general illegibility anq, the nanner in which 
the infbrmation was coded on the docment. Second?.due to the fact that the 
train crew had moved the anterior portion of the train several miles ahead of 
the point of derailment relatively soon after the accident, responders had 
difficulties matchins the sequence of cars as listed 011 the manifest with the 
cars involved in the derailment. Finally, the story concerninP; the Fresence 
of PCBs (polychlorinated byphenols) in the vreclrage was circulated at the ac- 
cident site as a result of a misreading of the manifest. Although this account 
was fairly soon discounted, it resulted in a slight delay in disaster operz- 
tions. Of course, as DXC research has found, ascertaininR the exact nature of 
the threat in an acute chemical disaster involving a transportation mode, is 
a frequent problen, ant2 as such rhat haFpened at TUssissausa was relatively 
typical. 

There was also a problem generate2 by the uncertainty of how large an 
area should be evacuated. 
about the threat. But later it was beczuse inforination concerning the amount 
of chlorine remaining in the tanker after the initial explosions vas unavail- 
able, 

Initially, this was because of lack of knowledge 

Consequently, responders acted upon the basis of a ''worst case" scenario 
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and issued the various evacuation orders. 
tion prompted many individuals to question the need for such a drastic pro- 
tective action, but the decisions makers, especially higher echelon officials, 
never had all the full technical information they would have needed to be mo"re 
conservative as to vhat were the sdangered neighborhoods and populations. 
In fact, as noted earlier, the police themselves decided that the chlorine 
tanker was one of the derailed cars, even though they were initially told the 
opposite e 

The resultant large-scale evacua- 

The identification of an appropriate method for sealing the chlorine 
tanker proved problematic throughout the emergency time period. 
size and location of the rupture, as %ell as the deformation of the surrounding 
metal, various 'attempts to patch the tanker were unsuccessful. This obviously 
created difficulties for controlling and monitoring the removal of the remain- 
ing chlorine. 
that so-called experts had difficulty reaching consensus on the matter; at 
times, inconsistent technical advice was given to the energency responders. 

Due to the 

While overall this vas a technical problem, it was also a fact 

In addition to these and other technological problems (such as with res- 
Auong the more impor- pirators), there were a number of organizational ones. 

tant of the latter, were the following. < 

Cornunity emergency responders had. little confidence in the information 
they obtained from the chemical experts involved. Specifically, they felt -- 
correctly or not -- that representatives from DO14 might be withholdinq infor- 
mation on the risks involved in an effort to protect corporate interests. In 
addition, doubts were expressed -- again whether correctly or not -- regarding 
the chemical expertise being offered by the Canadian Transport Commission 
(CTC). 
higher level functionary to the disaster site. Additionally, a Peel reqional 
policeman with a chemicstry background was placed at the site: a CHLOREI? team 
from Canadian Industries Limited was brought back to the site; and a professor 
of chemistry at the University of Toronto was asked to provide advice. All of 
these efforts were directed at ensuring that the Emergency Operations Control 
Group (EOCG) was getting correct infornation u?on which to base their deci- 
sions. Clearly, there is a problea in an emergency response if some of the 
key agencies are mistrustful of infomation being provided by other key groups 
involved. 

To rectify this situation, the Feel poiice requested that CTC send a 

The order to evacuate the Queensway Hospital precipitated a conflict be- 
Ween the hospital administrator an2 the supervisor of the ambulance service. 
concerning who should direct the evacuation process. The supervisor (tho had 
managed the evacuations of two other hospitals) and the administrator both 
felt they should control the dispersal of patients. 
they were his patients and thus he should make provisions for their dispersal. 
The ambulance supervisor had direct radio comunications with the other hospi- 
tals (the administrator had only land. lines to one hospital at a time) and was 
coordinating the movement of ambulances. 
tient dispersal. 
ministrator and the ambulance suTervisor reached a conpromise. 
tor used radio information provided 5jj the ambulance service for making deci- 
sions regarding patient dispersal. It should be noted that with such a c m -  
promise the ambulance supervisor was able to manipulate radio inf ornation or 
selectively feed ft to the adninistrator z~ho in turn acted upon it. 

The administrator felt 

Ems, he felt he should control pa- 
Rather than have the ?;inistry of IIealth intervene, the ad- 

The administra- 

While 
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superficially, this conflict may appear to have been a personality clash or 
sinply a difference between two individuals, it actually reflected a question 
of organizational territory and domain. 
bilities of the hospital and the ambulance services do not overlap. 
saster, however, forced a situation where the usual lines betwean organiza- 
tional boundaries collapsed, a matter very easy to overlook even with pood 
emergency planning. 

During routine times, the responsi- 
The di- 

The degree-of personnel convergence and general confusior, during the i- 
nirial EOCG meetinzs tzs an early source of irritation in the overall response 
effort. 
lbit the number of participants in the meetings. 
came more formalized, productive and orderly. 
the Solicitor-General, but upon his insistence there had to be a consensus for 
every decision. If it was a fire matter, the fire chief had to be satisfied. 
If it was a police natter, the Peel Regional Police Force and OPF had to be 
satisfied. But the Solicitor-General always required that all others agree 
before a decision was made. 
cess, although none seem to have publically protested. Bowever, other officials 
especially at lower levels, conplained that the consensus reaching process 
was extremely tine consumings and noted that some decisions nay have been 
reached inore as a result of fatigue rather than compelling reasons. Thus, 
while the decision to restrict participation in the EOCG meeting solved the 
problem of crowding, it was not seen by all as a necessarily perfect solution. 

In order to remedy the situation, the Solicitor-General decided to 

The meetinzs were chaired by 
Consequently, meetings be- 

Not all officials were satisfied with this pro- 

There were still other organizat,ional problems. A pass systeu satisfac- 
tory to all organizations was never developed. liany evacuees felt that they 
did not get adequate or clear enough explanations about when and how they 
could return to their homes, and why police perimeter boundaries were set up 
in certain places rather than others. Some mass media personnel, especially 
in retrospect, had the suspicion they had been more controlled in their cover- 
age of the disaster, than they realized during its duration. A few of the or- 
ganizations allowed their personnel to work too long, and would have had no 
rested reserves to call upon if the situation had escolated suddenly in a cat- 
astrophic direction. The overall disaster planning had not well taken into 
account the difficulties for some evacuees who thought they were leaving only 
for a short time, but had to stay away for days (e.g., patients on nedical 
druzs who could not locate their preseriptions or contact their physician or 
pharmacist who also probably evacuated). . -. 

Despite these and other organizational problens, as well as the techno- 
loeical ones mentioned earlier, the Ifississauga disaster vas handled about as 
well as any major, actual disaster could have been. fleasured agaicst absolute 
or ideal standards, the orpnized response fell short. lkasured against the 
realities of the situation, and compared with sost other organized responses 
in disasters, a good job was done. 

Concludinz P-enarlcs 
. .  

Questions might be raised about the applic&il+ty . .  . of the lessons of 
iXssissauga, Canada to other societies. There are different social structures 
and political arrangements in various nztion states around the world. Dif- 
ferent societies have their own cultures, the norms and values which are crucial 
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to their functioning. 
the organized responses to disasters in different societies (see McLuckie, 
1977). 

These cross-cultural differences will be reflected in 

Nonetheless, to the extent societies are similar to one another in 
structure and culture, it is to be expected that their disaster responses 
will be sinilar also. Thus, to the extent, for example, Canapa and the kited 
States are sirdlar, the lessons of Hississauga are generally Applicable to 
a similarly situated metropolitan area in the United States. 
deny certain distinctive Canadian characteristics, they exist and they in- 
fluenced the organized response to the disaster described in this chapter. 

This does not 

. -. 
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C ONCLUS ION 

This chapter discusses a few general inpressions of chemical disaster re- 
sponse which can be derived from the case studies and the implications they 
have for improvements in community response capability. 

As alluded to in Chapter I of this report, certain socio-behavioral pat- 
terns are characteristic of nearly all responses to acute chemical emergencies. 
For example, as noted in an earlier DRC publication (Gray, 19C;l) interorgani- 
zational conflict is likely to prevail during the emergency time period of 
chemically-induced disasters. This conflict seems to be engendered in acute 
chemical incidents by the interaction of the public/private sectors, their 
differential experiences with hazardous chemicals, their differing responsibil- 
ities and mandates, and the different perceptions of crisis they bring to 
bear on the situation. In addition to the publiclprivate sector cleavage, 
interorganizational conflicts tend to emerge among local organizations as well 
as between cornunity and extracommunity groups. Typically, these disagreements 
concern definitions of organizational domain (i.e., interorganizational task 
allocation). As the number of groups responding to a chemical incident in- 
creases, organizational boundaries become more vague and tend to overlap. This 
weakening of donain definition conpels responding agencies to address the issue 
of autonomy maintenance; that is, organization will attempt to function as in- 
dependent entities in order to preserve thei-i autonomy. Consequently, pro- 
blems of authority and coordination tend to develop and overall response ei- 
forts become more fragmented and disjointed. 

While disagreements among local organizations in the community of Baer 
were noted, the most severe manifestations of interorganizational conflict oc- 
curred between organizations from the public and private sectors. Disparate 
perceptions of the chemical hazard held by corporate officials and local re- 
sponders resulted in a general mistrust and hostility between the two sectors. 
Similarly, in Iiississauga, community officials were suspicious of the infor- 
nation provided by the corporate "experts" and consequently procured additional 
sources to advise them on the technical nature of the threat. 

Conflicts over organizational domain between local responders are also 
evident in the case studies used in this report. 
pital administrator in Mississauga to relinquish his authority concerning hos- 
pital evacuation is an indication of the manner.in which organizational members 
seek to maintain aueonony in disaster situations. Furthermore, the exclusion 
of several secondary responders from preparatory sessions during the incident 
occurring in 3aer illustrates how organizations attempt to design response ef- 
forts in a manner conducive to autonomy maintenance. That is, by reducing the 
number of secondary responders ifivolved in the energency decision-making pro- 
cess p primary responders could protest tbeir autonomy in the overall response. 

The reluctance of the hos- 

As indicated earlier in this report, there is also a major difference in 
the patterns of response to hazardous chemical incidents at fixed installations 
when compared to those resulting from transportation-related accidents. The 
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types of organizations involved in the response and the tasks they undertake, 
as well as the difficulties that emerge, differ in the two situational set- 
tings. As the case studies suggest, a greater number and wider range of pro- 
blems emerge in responses to transportation-related incidents. One typical 
problem encountered in transportation-related responses involves efforts to 
identify the exact nature of the chemical threat. First responders in trans- 
portation-related incidents are typically unfamiliar with many of' the numeri- 
cal codes used to identify hazardous materials as listed in invoices and otber 
shipping papers. Similarly, information relevant to the interpretation of 
hazardous materials placards and symbols is not uniformly distributed among 
potential responders. Hence, even when such siznifiers are noted, first re- 
sponders frequently do not fully understand their meanings. 

The Nississsuga response vas initially complicaked by problems related to 
correct identification of the chemical agents involved in the incident. 
ncted in the study, shipping papers were misinterpreted by initial respocders 
and this misinformation was subsequently diffused. to many others through in- 
teraction among local officials near the accident site. While this discre- 
pancy was quickly rectified upon correct identification of the chemicals in- 
volved and thus did not result in inappropriate operational actions, it nev6.r- 
theless reflects the typical difficulties involved in chemical identificati Jn 
in transportation accidents. 

AS 

Another problem related to correct identification of chemical agents s 
illustrated in the Gaer case study. 
ful in quickly locating and interpreting the transportation vehicle's bill of 
lading, the information provided by the document was erroneous. The instr. 3- 
tions pertaining to chemical neutralizatlon procedures were inappropriate -w 
the specific. agent being transported. "his prevision of misinformation nc' 
only resulted in a retardation of disastcr operations, but consequently re- 
sulted in increased property damage. This suggests that correct identifier- 
tion of the specific nature of a chemical threat is likely to be beset by mul- 
tiple difficulties. Even when documents of identification are located, pro- 
blems related to the validity and interpretation of the information contained 
therein cannot be overlooked. 

Although initial responders were succ' -+s- 

An additional impression provided by the case studies concerns the nature 
and degree of influence and effect that preparedness efforts have on response 
to acute chemical emergencies. 
level preparedness planning for acute chemical hazards does exist, the emer- 
gency time response in actual incidents tends to be more coordinated and ef- 
fective. Furthermore, even when previously developed plans are not fully or 
correctly implemented in an emergency, the pre-impact discussions, drills and 
contacts facilitate relevant emergent or ad hoc activities. This. observation 
is supported by the incidents described in all three case studies. 

It is possible to conclude that at whatever 

The' three communities discussed exemplify a range of preparedness efforts, 
from the nearly negligible to the very comprehensive. 
paredness for hazardous materials incilentc was essentially nonexistent or, 
at beet 
layed, fragmented and uncoordinated. Cn the other hand, the response to the 
I'lississauga incident proceedeci in a relatively orderly fashion, despite major 
impediments resulting from the magnitude of the event. Uhile a number of 

In Baer, in which pre- 

embryonic in nature, the overall response to the incident was de- 
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situational elements contributed to the effectiveness and efficiency of the re- 
sponse effort, the sophisticated system of preparedness within the community 
clearly had the greatest effect on the successful outcome of the disaster op- 
erations. The response in Eiinutilli provides an example of the extent to 
which inf onzal preparedness systcrns can influence and affect actual responses 
to chemical incidents. In that situation, mutual agreements among represen- 
tatives in the private and public sector facilitated the degree to which re- 
sources were nobilized in the overall response. In addition, the cooperation 
between the police department and the fire department with respect to hazard- 
ous materials responses was nurtured by informal, personal contacts made by 
individuals fron each of these agencies. 

These illustrations provide a positive starting point for potential re-- 
sponders in a11 comnunities. 
sophistication, preparedness efforts do make for a positive difference in Or- 
ganizational, intcrorsanizational and comnunity responses. While many of L 

response-related problems identified in this report are inherent in the naxre 
6f the chemical threat, the effects of these problems on the overall response 
can be minimized through prior planning efforts. 
of relevant groups in a community-wide preparedness program cannot ensure such 
things as adequatn resource availability or the provision of necessary exper- 
tise, the interorganizational relations facilitated by the previously estab- . 
lished contacts among the potential responders can positively influence the 
outcome of any response effort. 

They suggest that regardless of the level of 

Although the participation 

In conclusion, the descriptive accounts of chemical disaster response pro- 
vided in the preceeding case studies should be useful to responders to emer- 
gencies on a nmber of accounts. Inasmuch as they implicitly identify some of 
the socio-behavioral patterns li!cely to prevail during the emergency tine per- 
iod of chemically-induced disasters, the accounts should help those who might 
respond to develop a clearer understandinE of the social or interactional fea- 
tures they can expect to encounter in any chenically-related disaster response. 
This knowledge concerning what is to be expected Prom others involved in re- 
sponding to the disaster event can help potential responders reduce the poten- 
tial for interorzanizational conflict during the emergency tine period. 
thermore, by indicating typical problems 02 chemical disaster response and the 
situations in vhich they are most likely to emerge, this report should encour- 
age potential responders to consider methods whereby areas of difficulty car1 
be circumvented in the event of an actual chemical emergency. 

Fur- 

It is hoped that this report provides general information which local I - 
sponders to chemical incidents can use in their efforts to improve their con- 
nunity's response capability. Althouzh none of the incidents discussed within 
this publication can be considered an ideal prototype of chemical disaster re- 
sponse, the three different situational responses described do provide infc- - 
nation which is generally applicable to all chenical disaster situations. ~n 
fact, a number of the problems noted are found not only in acute chemical euier- 
Zencies but in nany other kinds of disaster situations. 
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